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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Waste Management has significant public health risks if not correctly managed.
In the past there have been plenty of examples of inappropriate waste management on small or
remote islands, with very little attempt at adopting a sustainable approach that protects the local
environment. On many small remote islands across indiscriminate dumping of waste was often the
norm, with open burning and sometimes the tipping of the residue in a remote corner of the island or
over cliffs. 1
At Norfolk Island currently, scrap metal, ash containing residuals of household and commercial waste
are dumped into the ocean. Ocean dumping can lead to adverse impacts on marine life and seabirds
and is inconsistent with adopted international conventions and pprotocols. There is a global trend
aiming to move from dispersal at sea of a variety of land-generated wastes towards integrated landbased solutions for most waste streams and controlled sea disposal of few remaining categories of
wastes.
New focus, effort and resources, both human and financial, are required to improve current waste
practices on Norfolk Island to bring it in line with other offshore Australian islands and international
standards. The waste hierarchy mantra of reduce, reuse and recycle is equally or more valid in remote
locations and has been adopted by many islands.
Lord Howe Island currently diverts 86% and Kangaroo Island around 75% of all waste from landfill.
Both these islands developed and implemented waste strategies that prioritised actions that
transformed an entire communities mind set from burning waste to recycling and reuse. Norfolk
Island can achieve similar outcomes over time with a greater level of commitment, funding and
priority to achieve greater material separation of waste to minimise both the volume and toxicity of
materials requiring ultimate disposal.
The level of community willingness to undertake greater source separation for resource recovery
must not be underestimated. Due to the current lack of processing of materials that community
source separated - plastics, glass and steel cans many in the community are demotivated. An
extensive community consultation, engagement and education program must be designed, funded
and delivered to bring the community on the journey to greater resource recovery.
The stockpiles of chemicals, paints, lead acid batteries, oils, toner cartridges, smoke detectors, tyres
and asbestos are currently haphazardly stored at the Waste Management Centre (WMC). Stockpiles
of the size and type of waste currently at the WMC present a risk to both patrons and staff. An added
risk to the Administration is that the WMC cannot be locked or secured to prevent unauthorised
access out of hours. As a matter of urgency the stockpiles of all these legacy wastes must be
removed in accordance with recent tenders for the aggregation and export of these waste streams.
Whilst asbestos is seen as priority for removal in our opinion all stockpiled materials contain an
unacceptable risk and should be removed.
Ongoing regular export of these waste streams must be commenced to improve workspace and
workplace management and enable budget control. These items all have a cost associated with their
end of life management and the longer the material is stockpiled the greater the financial burden on
Administration to manage these problematic waste streams.

1

Andrew Street, SLR Consulting LTD.
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There is evidence of soil contamination from leaking drums, spills or both. Many of the items are
stored on open timber pallets, some exposed to the elements when materials that have the
possibility of leaking must be stored on bunded pallets and preferably undercover to contain any
residuals. Some bins are currently open to the elements and could contain rainwater with heavy
metal leaking from toners and smoke detectors stored in these bins.
The work practices at the Waste Management Centre (WMC) are inefficient leading to reduced
productivity. Equipment and the operational design are wanting. To enable the staff to deal efficiently
with the range of source separated used materials quotations have been provided for the installation
of a Material Recovery Facility (MRF) and multipurpose baler. This simple sorting line will greatly
expedite sorting and processing and will allow for either source separation by material type of
comingled deliveries where all recyclables are mixed together ie plastics, cans.
A composting system must be reintroduced for the entire organics stream including garden waste,
timber, untreated pallets, cardboard and food waste. The implementation of an aerated static pile
will ensure process temperatures exceed recommended levels for weed seed and Argentine Ant kill.
From our discussions with compost operators and Lord Howe Island who had an infestation of the
African Big Headed Ant ongoing baiting, vigilance and correct compost processes and procedures can
ensure the compost program will not be a liability to the community. Alternatively a series of BiobiNs
will allow for the processing of all food waste in a sealed unit to avoid any generation of odours, a key
risk with compost operations.
Based on responsible waste management and community support our analysis indicates that
approximately 85% of all waste generated can be managed through composting (68%), recycling and
export (10%) and reuse (7%) leaving around 15% residual waste to be treated. Previous reports
commissioned have recommended a high temperature incinerator however this has significant cost
with current indicative budgets at around $4M with at least 2 years of planning, constructing,
commissioning. These facilities present an operating risk, the ash by-product which will contain heavy
metals requires special disposal in concrete or exported to landfill. There are no AWT facilities
processing mixed waste in Australia at this time and a threshold for thermal treatment appears to be
10,000 – 15,000 tonnes/annum not 1,500t as estimated on Norfolk Island.
An alternative approach is to shred, bale and export the residual waste. This presents a much lower
risk profile for the entire community. Lord Howe Island currently bales and exports its waste and we
suggest tomaximise payload that all waste is pre-shredded. A new multipurpose baler can densify
mixed waste, recyclables and metals to gain transport economics. A risk with this option is the lack of
control over freight and waste disposal fees at the host community over time.
This alternative approach is consistent with the waste hierarchy and environmental best practice. It
supports the mantra of continuous improvement supported by adequate investment in equipment,
people, processes and engagement with and by the entire community. It reduces the need for any
high tech solution and technology in a remote location and eliminates the need to manage the ash
by-product which will contain heavy metals.
For $1.5M Norfolk Island can immediately upgrade the WMC to process comingled recycling ($350K),
crush glass ($100K) shred and bale all residual waste, metals and recycling for immediate export
($400K), develop a detailed Waste Management Plan and implement a community wide education
program with a technical adviser supported by a part time education officer ($175), commence waste
food recovery (200K) and export legacy stockpiles of hazardous waste and revamp the reuse area.
This strategy seek to set new standards and benchmarks for improved waste management on Norfolk
lsland and move this community to be more in line with other Australian off shore islands.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Norfolk Island has a population of ~1,800 people and its economic base is founded on international
tourism with marketing promoting the Island as a “clean and green” destination to visit. The Island
accommodates approximately 940 visitors at any one time, and has a total annual visitation of
~25,000 people per year (based on 2010 statistics), with the majority of visitors coming from Australia
(84%), New Zealand (14%). Over the past 15 years, tourism visitation reached a peak of 40,000 per
year in 2002 and has been declining since2.
The Administration of Norfolk Island is responsible for waste management on the island and is aware
of a number of shortcomings of the current system. Many of the practices are neither compliant with
Australian or international law nor acceptable to current residents.
The island has many unique challenges, as all islands do, when managing waste and typical barriers to
the implementation of improved waste management standards include:


Remoteness, inaccessibility and tyranny of distance



Transport logistics, distance and freight costs to markets for recovered resources



Limited funding for capital equipment



Poor equipment selection



Limited parts availability



Accessibility of mechanical and maintenance skills



Lack of adequate recurrent funding for effective operations



Low level of community commitment to waste management initiatives



Diverse waste streams that all require management but with low economies of scale



Increasing consumption due to affordability and affluence leading to waste generation



The emergence of new and problematic waste streams in the community



Limited technical skills and waste experience

This project seeks to develop a strategic approach to reduce waste, increase recovery of resources
and improve overall waste management for both current and future generations. The aim of the
project is to improve the environmental impacts of current waste management practices and move
rapidly towards more sustainable methods of waste handling, resource recovery and disposal
consistent with other Australian islands.
This report provides a framework to improve waste management to an acceptable standard based on
the following approach:




To review the current waste management services, systems, waste profiles, quantities and
infrastructure,
identify the constraints and opportunities,
review waste infrastructure development plans (including energy from waste and waste
export tenders),

2

Department of Regional Australia, Regional Development and Local Government (2012). Norfolk Island Economic
Development Report - Reform of the Norfolk Island Economy. Report by ACIL Tasman. March 2012. Internet:
http://www.regional.gov.au/territories/publications/files/Norfolk_Island_EDR_2012.pdf
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consider solutions based on our knowledge of other island communities

The brief also contained an option for stakeholder engagement and community consultation which
was agreed to as part of this initial engagement.
In preparing this report, consultation was held with key stakeholders and waste generators over four
days whilst the lead consultant, Anne Prince was on the island to gain an understanding of current
waste streams and their management. Anne Prince was the author of the Waste Management Audit
and Options Study, 2000 which provided a framework for the improved handling of each waste
stream to reduce the reliance on ocean dumping.
The 2000 report sought to move from a focus on disposal to greater resource recovery and
investigated alternative technology solutions and disposal methods. Some of the recommendations
including the construction of the Waste Management Centre (WMC), glass crushing, source
separation of used packaging and problematic items – chemicals, oils, paints, tyres, batteries and
asbestos have been implemented. However, some suggestions were either not or only partially
implemented and some activities have failed over time due to a lack of funding, motivation or both.
The 2009 Norfolk Island Municipal Waste Stream Feasibility Study Final Report to the National
Heritage Trust identified that the development of an integrated Waste Management Strategy would
be an important next step managing Norfolk Island’s waste.
In March 2015 the Administration of Norfolk Island invited tenders to prepare environmental,
engineering and operational technical design specifications for a high temperature incinerator and
associated air pollution control system to burn residual municipal solid waste generated on Norfolk
Island, in a manner that complies with international best available technology and standards. The
administration also sought tender proposals for the aggregation and export of problem wastes
including stockpiles of asbestos, chemicals, paints, oils and recyclables including aluminium cans for
processing offshore.
The Administration is also now seeking to develop a waste management strategic plan that will clearly
document a range of actions to position the Island in line with best practice waste management. The
regular and ongoing burning of waste on the island and its discharge to the marine environment is
contrary to all current Australian legislation and should be phased out with a desire to discontinue the
activity as soon as alternative methods are implemented.
There are many great examples of how other Australian islands have transformed themselves from a
waste disposal focus to a resource recovery focus. It is hoped that the outcomes of this project may
set new standards and benchmarks for improved waste management on Norfolk lsland and move this
community to be more in line with other Australian off shore islands.
For this change to occur, the Administration must adequately resource waste management which
should be considered in the same context as water, power and sewerage treatment - an essential
service with significant public health consequences if poorly managed. Adequate capital and
recurrent funding must be provided for all essential services as the island relies on this fundamental
infrastructure to function.
This report provides a framework for improved waste management for a five year period from 2015
to 2020. The extent of the implementation and the timing will depend upon the availability of capital
and recurrent funding. We have prepared what we consider to be the most politically acceptable,
socially responsible, economically viable and environmentally sustainable outcome for the current
and future generations of residents and visitors to the Island.
Page 11
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BACKGROUND

An extensive number of studies and consultancies have been engaged to review waste management
systems and to explore options for the improved management of waste on Norfolk Island. These
studies take into account the unique challenges faced due to constraints of geographic isolation,
population, economic, social and environmental considerations.
The Norfolk Island Administration provided the consultants with eleven background reports. This
chapter provides a brief summary of the waste management investigations, reports, studies
previously commissioned and activities undertaken by the Norfolk Island Administration in relation
to waste management between 1993 and current.

2.1

Desktop review of prior studies

This overview has been provided by the Norfolk Island Administration to assist the consultants and
supplemented by the consultants.
1993: “Waste Minimisation Strategies Norfolk Island” prepared by Community Change
Consultants Pty Ltd, Winkfield Pty Ltd, United Consultants on behalf of Unimelb Limited, August,
1994
This report recommended a centralised incineration depot and proposed a batch incinerator to
replace both the burning cage at Headstone “Bottom Tip” and the burning pit that then existed at
Headstone “Top Tip”. The report suggested that the batch incinerator be located at Headstone “Top
Tip”.
1997: Norfolk Island Administration (ANI) was presented with a report that recommended the
purchase of a “Pactherm Pit Burner” which would have required a considerable amount of
electricity to operate. This proposal was not pursued.
1999: ANI successfully applied for a grant to improve waste management in Norfolk Island
under the Commonwealth Coasts and Clean Seas Program. Norfolk Island was granted AUD
$250,000 towards the acquisition of suitable processing equipment such as an improved burning
facility, composting equipment and can and glass crushers. The overall aim of the grant was to
improve waste disposal on the Island so that ultimately water quality in the coastal environment
could be improved.
2000: “Stage 1 Waste Management and Audit and Options Study” Prepared for the Norfolk Island
Administration December 2000; CRC for Waste Management and Pollution Control Limited and A.
Prince Consulting (APC).
The aim of the report was to identify suitable strategies and equipment to implement the terms of
the Coasts and Clean Seas Program Grant. That study formed the basis for an integrated waste
management system for the Island.
2001: NIA commissioned a feasibility study in to analyse the suitability of the Island’s burnable
waste stream for disposal in a “gasifier” recommended in the “Stage 1 Waste Management and
Audit and Options Study. The Feasibility Study concluded that the gasifier would be a feasible
option for the Island and the estimated cost was approximately AUD $250K (2001). Given Norfolk
Island’s remoteness and as the gasifier technology was relatively new at that time, a decision on the
acquisition of a gasifier was postponed.
2002 – Development Application for the construction of the Waste Management Centre on land
adjacent to the airport was subject to an Administrative Review Tribunal
Page 12
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2003: ANI developed the Norfolk Island Waste Management Centre. The general proposal for
the WMC, including the location and new equipment, was largely based on the
recommendations in the “Stage 1 Waste Management and Audit and Options Study. In the absence
of a decision on suitable burning equipment, it was intended that burning operations would
continue at Headstone until a suitable alternative burning option was identified. The “Top Tip” was
closed and all burning of the Island’s burnable waste takes place at the “Bottom Tip” while
investigations into suitable alternative burning options continue.
2003: “Norfolk Island Renewable Energy Pre‐Feasibility Study Stage 2” prepared by Hydro Tasmania
for the Australian Greenhouse Office on behalf of the Norfolk Island Assembly October 2003.
That Study considered a biomass gasification plant that uses wood waste feedstock (green waste and
sawmill waste) to produce a gas to fuel existing diesel engines. The most promising amongst
alternative energy sources was found to be a wind-diesel system with either hydrogen cell or
pumped-storage (as operated on many islands around the world).
2007: “Norfolk Island Municipal Waste Stream Feasibility Study” prepared for Administration of
Norfolk Island by URS Ltd 13 December 2007.
The URS Study analysed three alternative technologies for improved waste disposal in Norfolk
Island:

mechanical‐biological treatment – MBT – (aerobic and anaerobic treatments);

thermal treatment technologies (incineration, pyrolysis and gasification); and

engineered landfill.
The study concluded that the preferred option for disposal of residual municipal solid waste on
Norfolk Island was a high temperature modular air controlled incinerator to burn municipal solid
waste, medical waste and quarantine waste The estimated cost of the recommended incinerator
was AUD $1.42M with estimated annual operating costs of $AUD 70K (2007).
2008: Administration of Norfolk Island engaged Chem Collect to conduct a Hazardous Waste audit at
the Waste Management Centre was receiving substances without systems and staff training to
correctly manage and dispose of delivered substances.
2008: Norfolk Island Waste and Resource Recovery Education Strategic Plan (2008-2013) was
developed by Pat Armstrong and Southern Cross University in consultation with EcoNorfolk with
funding from ANI. The document set out vision, mission, goals, strategies, actions and timelines. .
The key recommendations included staff training, Administration appoint a Waste and Litter
Education Officer who are mentored by existing staff with early focus on education of householders
and using the school network.
2009:”Green waste management Project Final Report” was developed by the Administration of
Norfolk Island to acquit a grant of $650,000 from the National Heritage Trust and supplemented by
$203,000 from the Administration of Norfolk Island. The report indicated that 300 – 350m3 of green
waste was deposited weekly. A Telcor Green Waste Processor and Loader were purchased. The
compost program began in August 2006 and from January 2007 a mulch product was sold to the
public. However, in May 2008, Argentine Ants were found at the site and all activity ceased and has
not recommenced.
2009: “Norfolk Island Natural Resource Management Plan” prepared by Parsons Brinckerhoff for
the Administration of Norfolk Island, November 2009.The Plan proposed “Management Action
Targets” including a waste and sewerage management plan for the Island that:

incorporates the options outlined in the “Stage 1 Waste Management and Audit and
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Options Study and the “Norfolk Island Municipal Waste Stream Feasibility Study” and
dramatically reduces the dumping of unburnt waste into the ocean; and
upgrading waste disposal to ensure floating materials and plastics are not disposed of
in the sea as this is a threatening process for threatened marine species occurring
around the Island.

2011: Administration of Norfolk Island prepared and submitted a DA to install an air curtain
incinerator at the WMC as a solution to disposal of municipal solid waste. Taking into account
concerns raised in submissions, the installation of the air curtain incinerator at the WMC was
approved on condition that only “green” waste and unpainted, untreated timber be burnt. Builder’s
waste, general household refuse, paper and cardboard was to continue to be burnt at Headstone.
The ACI was not installed.
2013: ANI prepared and submitted a Development Application (DA) for a high temperature
incinerator (HTI) to be installed adjacent to the western side of the WMC. The development was
approved; however that decision was challenged and is currently the subject of a merit based appeal
in the Administrative Review Tribunal (ART).
2013: Waste Management Centre Operations Situation Report October 2013 identifies an extensive
list of issues associated with the day to day operations at the WMC and provides a priority ranking to
each.
2014: Minister Ward developed a Norfolk Island Territorial Waste Strategy in July 2014 identifying
the option of an air curtain burner at the lower tip – Headstone and a high temperature incinerator
at the former ‘top tip’ if not approved at the WMC. This strategy was updated in May 2015 with 12
recommendations and suggested that all waste be sorted into six categories for treatment with
chipping of wood waste occur on a non-stored basis, re-treading used tyres be explored, chemicals
exported, promote timber recycling to reduce quantity of CCA timber, stripping of cars and
whitegoods for reuse prior to export.
2015: ANI invited tenders for preparation of environmental, engineering and operational technical
specifications for the design of a high temperature incinerator and air pollution control system for
the disposal of municipal solid waste in Norfolk Island. Tenders have been received and are currently
being reviewed.
2015: ANI invited tenders for the aggregation and export of waste and recyclables from the WMC
for recycling or disposal for processing offshore. This includes: asbestos; aluminium cans; steel cans
and other steel items; copper and other metals; batteries; e-waste; tyres; chemicals; glass and
plastics. Tenders have been received and are currently being reviewed.
2015: Minister Ward updated the 2014 Norfolk Island Territorial Waste Strategy in May 2015
2015: ANI engaged A.Prince Consulting (APC) to develop a waste management strategic plan that
will clearly document a range of actions to position the Island in line with best practice waste
management. We also understand that the strategy is to provide a framework for improved waste
management between 2015 and 2020.
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2.2 Waste Management Activities 2003– 2015
The ANI has implemented a range of recommendations from the Stage 1 Waste Management and
Audit and Options Study. This includes:
 The development of the Waste Management Centre (WMC) in 2003 which provided the
community with an opportunity to source separate waste streams for recovery, reuse or
disposal. The following activities and related issues were noted.
 Large scale commercial burning pits at dispersed sites around the Island have closed.
 The former “Top Tip” burning pit has been closed and rehabilitated.
 The “Bottom Tip” is accessed only by authorised personnel who are provided with a key such
as butchers and builders undertaking large scale works.
 All burning at Headstone is undertaken by WMC staff subject to prevailing wind direction.
 Introduction of waste management legislation including levies to assist in funding
improvements to waste management on Island from 2004.
 Establishment of a “revolve centre” at the WMC where general household goods can be
deposited for reuse.
 Equipment housed at the WMC has enabled processing of various materials in the waste
stream for reuse:
o crushing and baling of aluminium for export and recycling;
o crushing glass for re‐use in road construction.
 Various materials are stockpiled for periodic export including:
o asbestos;
o aluminium cans;
o dry cell batteries;
o printer cartridges
o smoke detectors
o chemicals
o Oils – motor mixed with fuel
o Paints
o Fire extinguishers
 Installation of a dedicated high temperature incinerator for disposal of medical and
quarantine waste located next to the Sewage Treatment Plant (STP).
 Chemical collection program clean out and audit in 2008.
 The residual waste, for which there are currently no alternatives for processing and disposal
is currently burnt in the open at Headstone.
2.3
Waste Management Survey
A specific waste management community survey conducted in 2008 to inform the Norfolk Island
Waste and Resource Recovery Education Strategic Plan 2008 – 13 found that following:
 84% of the respondents delivered waste to the WMC, 16% burnt or buried waste at home.
 Only 17% of respondents delivered food waste with 66% feeding scraps to animals and 14%
composting or worm farming.
 When asked if the household sorted their waste 90% indicated that they did.
 88% of respondents indicated that waste management was very important.
 55% of respondents indicated that the island waste management practices were not
effective.
 48% delivered garden waste to the WMC and 17% purchased mulch.
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2.4 Norfolk Island Reforms
The Australian Administration is proposing to integrate Norfolk Island into the mainland tax, social
security, immigration, customs and quarantine services. The Norfolk Island Act 1979 will be amended
to allow the Commonwealth to assume responsibility for funding and delivering national and state
level services. The Norfolk Island Assembly will transition to a Regional Council effective from 1 st July
2016. The Centre for International Economics report on the economic impacts to the Norfolk Island
economy indicates an additional $20M for household consumption. Affluence and increased
disposable income has been shown to increase waste generation.
Currently Norfolk Island is seen as an international destination and not part of Australia, what
eventuates after July 1, 2015 is unclear in relation to this matter which has implications for
quarantine and export of waste and recyclables.
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SITUATION ANALYSIS

This chapter reviews current waste management practices as observed during the May 11th –15th
2015 scoping visit by Anne Prince. The following commentary on the current status of waste
management on Norfolk Island is as a result of the observations made during the site assessment,
conversations held and reports accessed.
3.1
Waste Management Centre
The current method of solid waste disposal for both residents and commercial premises is to deliver
solid waste to the Waste Management Centre (WMC) constructed in 2003. The WMC operates 7am
to 4pm Tuesday to Saturday. Residents are encouraged to source separate recyclable materials
including glass and plastic containers, aluminium and steel food cans into one of 9 labelled chutes in
the first half of the drive though drop off. Garbage and cardboard are placed in the next section of
chutes. Recycling chutes are also provided in the second section of the building.
Figure 1: Waste Management Centre

WMC from approach road
Drop off chutes for recycling with signage
After packaging items are placed in chutes these discharge into 1,000 litre mobile garbage bins
(MGBs) sitting at the lower level of the WMC and managed by staff. Aluminium cans are emptied into
a bunker by forklift and manually loaded into a crusher, baled into briquettes, stored on pallets. At
the time of the inspection the crusher was not operating due to mechanical failure.
Figure 2: Recycling

Rear of chute showing 1000 litre bins

Alunimium can baler

Baled cans

The local soft drink company has a deposit scheme in place to reclaim and reuse glass beverage
containers. WMC staff separate any whole local soft drink bottles for refilling by a local soft drink
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company. Two sizes of glass bottles are collected - 300ml with a 10cents deposit and 750ml with a 25
cent deposit. In 2013-14 approximately 3850 containers were deemed with a deposit value of $720.
Figure 3: Glass refillable bottles

300ml and 750ml local soft drink bottles reclaimed for refilling
Glass is crushed using an imported USA Glass Aggregates Systems crusher unit and made available to
the public free of charge from the WMC for home use only. Staff advice that one person needs to
spend an entire shift loading the glass bottles onto the incline belt for crushing. Apparently due to
foreign currency fluctuations the larger desired unit was no longer within budget at the time of
purchase and a smaller unit was acquired. The current unit has been inspected by several persons
with mixed reports as to whether it can be modified or not. The crushed glass was used by the
community as an aggregate replacement on driveways however the Argentine Ants infestation,
attracted to the sugars in the crushed glass, prevented the WMC staff from continuing this activity.
During 2013-14 the glass crusher was not operational due to mechanical failure for a period of 3
months. Currently no crushing of glass occurs due to the high labour requirement and presence of
Argentine Ants at the site.
Figure 4: Glass Crushing

Imported Glass Aggregates Systems crusher

Crushed glass used as an aggregate replacement

Larger vehicles are directed to the lower level of the WMC where they discharge their loads and
return through the same entry door. The delivered waste is then pushed up by bobcat into one of two
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areas allocated on the floor for the storage of general waste. The waste is then loaded by bobcat into
a tipper for transport by WMC staff to Headstone for burning, subject to prevailing wind conditions,
prior to ocean dumping.
Figure 5 –Waste Management Centre lower level operations

Larger vehicles deliver to the lower level of
the WMC and unload as volumes not
appropriate for chute configuration

WMC tip truck loaded ready to depart to
Headstone. This load in our opinion is not
adequately covered to prevent litter and spillage
on route.
Inside the lower level of the WMC is an accumulation of chemicals, paints and oils. The quantities
and types of substances are unknown. It would appear the last collection of chemicals occurred in
2008 when Chem Collect visited the Island and undertook an audit and packaged chemicals for
export. Since then chemicals, paints, acids and oils continue to be stockpiled in a haphazard manner.
Figure 6: Chemicals, paints and oils

Chemicals, paints and oils stored within the WMC adjacent the main doorway on the lower level
The site which contains a vast amount of flammable and unknown chemical substances and cannot
be locked or made secure to prevent access out of hours. Damage to doors which occurred during a
cyclonic event has not been repaired. Indeed the actual shed has five substantial opening permitting
ease of access by any person.

The ANI called tenders in March for the aggregation and export of selected waste and recyclables to
deal with a backlog of materials stored at the WMC for disposal for processing offshore including:
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asbestos; aluminium cans; batteries; tyres and chemicals. The tender also mentioned glass, plastics ewaste, steel can, other steel however during our visit these latter materials were being disposed of to
the ocean post burning and were not stockpiled. Tenders have been received and are currently being
reviewed.
Crates of asbestos are stored around the WMC – some undercover some external to the building. We
understand that many if not all crates will need to be repacked to be of the right dimensions to be
loaded into shipping containers for export. It is estimated that 62 + tonnes are present at the WMC.
Figure 7: Crates of asbestos

Crates of asbestos to be repacked for export
External to the building and around the perimeter of the WMC are ad hoc areas for the storage and
stockpiling of tyres, oils and lead acid batteries. Some of these items are undercover, some are
exposed to the weather and stored on the concrete apron or natural ground, some are stored on
timber pallets and some are directly on the concrete or natural ground. It is estimated by WMC staff
that around 1,100 tyres are delivered annually these are stockpiled and burnt with old motor vehicles
as part of fire drill training and then dumped into the sea. Tyres provide known breeding grounds for
mosquitoes.
Figure 8: Tyres and batteries stored outside the building

Tyres, batteries stored adjacent lower WMC entry

Batteries are randomly stored
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Figure 9: Drums of oil stored outside the WMC on timber pallets

Drums of oil stored externally on timber pallets
and exposed to the elements.

The condition of many of the drums is suspect
and can lead to pollution incidents via spillage
or overflow
In the case of oils drums some have rusted or been overfilled and as result have and are continuing to
create contamination of the adjoining soil where the oil is seeping into soil.
Figure 10: Contaminated soil as a result of oil spillage/s

Drums of oil stored externally are leaking creating contaminated soils
CCA treated timber is aggregated with other timbers and burnt at headstone. Burning of CCA timber
is discouraged due to the air emissions and a number of recycling/reuse options for spent CCAtreated timber are currently in use around the world. In Australia the amount of recycling or reuse is
limited and the difficulties of recycling the treated timber and disposing of waste still present
challenges and is currently the subject of current scientific research by CSIRO. Some burners will allow
CCA treated timber and other burners will not allow it. A clear indication of the amount generated is
required to gain an understanding of the impacts and costs of future management. If exported the
timber will need to be cut to certain lengths, and stockpiled for removal from the Island.
Toner cartridges and smoke detectors contain heavy metals and are currently stored in bulk bins
outside the WMC and exposed to the elements. There bins will contain water and it is likely some
heavy metals may have leached out. How, when and where the bins have or will been emptied is
unknown.
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Figure 11: Storage of problematic waste – acids, toners and smoke detectors

Toner cartridges and smoke detectors stored in Hydrochloric acid and other chemicals
the open and exposed to the weather
containers, paints and batteries stored on
pallets and directly on concrete.
Further down the rear of the WMC are intermediate bulk containers (IBC) of what appears to be
asphalt or bitumen compound which has also spilled or overflowed contaminating the adjacent soil.
A number of drums are also located in this area the contents and condition of which are unknown.
Figure 12: Storage at rear of WMC

Overflowed or spilt IBCs containing an asphalt or
bitumen compound.

205 litre drums with unknown contents and
condition.

An estimated 300 – 350 m3 of garden waste was delivered weekly and composted from August 2006
and used on reserves whilst undergoing a quality assurance program. From January 2007 it was sold
to the public as mulch. In May 2008 an Argentine Ant infestation at the composting site with all
operations ceasing since that date. The Telcor Green Waste Processor purchased for over $500,000
in 2006 and not used since 2008 is stored within the WMC in order to protect it from the elements.
The WMC has the following equipment: bobcat, forklift, front end loader (leased or hired) and a
Brentwood Shredder AZ50HD capable of shredding cardboard, tyres, glass, food, mixed plastics,
mixed MSW, timber and light grade sheet metal . This unit was purchased in 2002 for $115,000 and is
currently the unit is under-utilised as used only for document destruction.
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Figure 13: Other equipment within WMC

Brentwood Shredder used for document
destruction

Telcor Green Waste Processor

In the quest to promote reuse within the community an area to the right just prior to exiting the drive
through drop off is an area where the public can place useful household goods which they no longer
need but are still useable. There is limited space and parking to browse can create traffic congestion.
There is a limited area and lack of shelving or racking however the area is used and supported by the
community but has the potential to be so much more then it currently is. Revolve areas or tip shops
are extremely popular in both New Zealand and Australia and play a critical role in reuse.
Figure 14: Reuse area

Reuse area looking down from first floor office and example of deposited item
The current transfer station operations presents a range of potential safety risks to both staff and
users and appears to have been under funded for some time. All the accumulated stockpiles of
problematic wastes must be removed as a matter of priority. The equipment provided for staff is not
fit for purpose and the day to day operation does not meet mainland standards.
Funding constraints appear to be the key reason for the current issues we observed. Staff morale is
also low probably as a result of a combination of issues including lack of funding, uncertainty with the
provident fund, cut in staff from 6 to 4, stockpiled materials, Argentine Ants infestation preventing
composting activities, challenges of export due to lack of containerisation, community perceptions
that their efforts are not actioned appropriately and time delays in mechanical equipment repairs.
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3.2 Headstone
We were advised that butchers and builders undertaking significant works are issued with a key to
Headstone, otherwise all access to this site is restricted to WMC staff. Waste from the WMC is
transported to Headstone Road where it is burnt and the residual pushed into the sea from a
hardstand. A chute, previously used by members of the public, remains in place.

Figure 15: Headstone ocean dumping

Burnt residuals awaiting ocean dumping

Recently delivered load of waste awaiting burning

Concrete pad from which burnt waste is
pushed over

Chute directly to ocean

Ocean discolouration directly below the chute
and pad where waste is discharged

Washed up metal under the cliffs adjacent to the
dumping site

There are no handrails, barriers or safety bollards in place, the access road in poor condition and the
turning area tight. On the day the consultant visited Headstone some material had been burnt and
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another load was waiting to be burnt when wind conditions were favourable so that smoke blew out
to sea rather than across the island.
The current transfer station and Headstone operations present a potential safety risk to both staff
and users. On mainland Australia an inspection by any EPA officer would result in a revision of license
conditions, a clean-up notice being issued for a breach of standard acceptable operations with
possible fines and more stringent license conditions.
3.3
Toxic hazardous waste storage
Currently three x 200 litres of unknown substances amalgamated by Chem Clear in 2008 remain on
the island. It appears until September 2014 these were stored in the WMC and moved recently to the
quarantine shed where they remain labelled and secured on an unbunded pallet. The plans for the
removal are unknown.
Figure 16: Toxic waste in storage on open timber pallet

Unidentified chemicals awaiting disposal since 2008
3.4
Green waste processing
The Australian Administration provided a grant to Norfolk Island, under the National Heritage Trust
program to establish a green waste processing operation. The grant of $650,000 was matched by a
commitment of $203,000 by the Administration of Norfolk Island. The Island purchased a Telcor
Chipper Mill 5000 at a cost of approximately $520,000 which arrived on the Island in July 2006.
Approximately 300 – 350m3 of green waste was delivered to the waste management centre for
processing each week. Processing was initially five days per week to reduce the back log which
reduced to three days per week going forward. Only a mulched product was being produced which
was used initially on the reserves and once quality control was assured was sold to the community
from January 2007.
In May 2008 an infestation of Argentine Ants was located at the waste processing centre, possibly
transported from an infected area on the Island. As a result all green waste processing ceased and
nothing has occurred since. The Mill is currently standing idle in the WMC. Large stockpiles of green
waste and vegetation are accumulating around the island and are periodically burnt possibility with
other wastes.
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3.5 Public place recycling
A number of attempts at public place recycling where observed where separate bins are provided to
encourage source separation of materials. The stations were in need of colour coded lids and bin
stickers to clearly identify what materials are required to be placed in which bin.
Figure 17: Recycling bins in public areas

A six stream sort outside the hospital

Bins at Governor’s Lodge

3.6 Medical and quarantine wastes
Hospital and quarantine waste is incinerated at a facility located near the Sewerage Treatment Plant
(STP). In addition, the airport also has a separate incinerator for the burning of waste from the airline.
3.7 Community perceptions
Anne Prince visited the Island from Monday 11th – Friday 15th May, 2015. During this time over 20
separate meetings were held with elected representatives, Administration officials, Norfolk Island
Administration managers and waste management centre staff. Meetings were also held with waste
generators, business owners, special interest groups and community representatives. The following
commentary is as a result of the conversations held during that visit.
It would appear that the community initially embraced the new waste centre, its programs and
initiatives however over time many residents have become demotivated when they see current
practices and their efforts not supported back of house with source separated materials
amalgamated with general waste and burnt.
There is strong objection to the waste facility being closed on two consecutive days and in particular
these days being a Sunday and Monday. Restaurants indicate that the busiest night is a Saturday
night and householders indicate that Sunday is the day when they are most likely able to go to the
WMC.
The Norfolk Island Council of Elders were consulted on their views regarding the management and
disposal of waste with the following being the main concerns:
 Protection of the underground water – island wide.
 Disposal of waste into the sea to discontinued.
 Disposal of asbestos, batteries, liquids, plastics, car bodies.
The gas plasma disposal system referred to in a recent Norfolk Islander letter to the editor was of
considerable interest to members and the broader community.
3.8 Waste Fees
The Waste Management Act 2003 includes provisions to raise income to support the waste
management operations and fund improvements to waste on the Island. The income maybe derived
from a waste levy imposed on all imported goods whether by sea or air, a fee may also be prescribed
for certain types and categories of waste and a gate fee or entry fee may also be imposed. The
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Waste Management Regulations 2004 as amended specifies in clause 3(1) the fees applicable which
last amended in 2009 as follows:
 for goods imported by sea a rate of $32 per cubic metre or per tonne whichever is the
greater; and
 if imported by air the rate is $0.26 per kilogram.
 $100 per container of livestock
 Asbestos disposal fees
 Domestic - <1m3 – free, 1- 2 m3 - $150/m3, and $100/m3 for each additional
 Commercial - $200m3
The issue with the levy approach is it bears no relationship to the cost to manage different types of
waste nor does it allow for any refunds for materials that are exported off the island eg seed
potatoes.
3.9 Operating budget
In 2013 the waste levy generated income of $320,000 and an additional $10,000 income from sales.
Operations at the WMC for 2013-14 amounted to $388,497. Of this an amount of $60,000 was
allocated to plant and equipment and $70,000 to the preparation of the Environment Impact Study
(EIS) associated with the Development Application for a high temperature incinerator. If the cost of
the EIS was removed then income equals outgoings. It would appear that the operation of the WMC
and associated works are solely reliant on the levy and typically no additional funds are available.
Norfolk Island Appropriation Ordinance 2015-2016 indicates a total island operating budget of
$31,341,498 with a dedicated waste budget of $452,257 or 1.44% of the total budget. This allocation
and percent can’t be compared to mainland councils given the greater diversity of functions and
assets. Lord Howe Island, with similar functions and assets but on a smaller scale indicate they spend
4% of their total budget on waste management.
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WASTE GENERATION AND CHARACTERISATION

The need for good data to inform decision making is critical when planning and executing significant
investments in plant and equipment and in particular new technologies in the quest to increase
diversion from disposal.
The only detailed waste characterisation study that has taken place on the Island was conducted by
A.Prince Consulting in July 2000. That survey found that approximately 24,000m3 or 14,000 tonnes
was delivered for disposal. In 2000, the census indicated 1772 residents and significant building
activity occurring due to the deregulation of tourist accommodation and the average annual tourist
numbers were around 40,000 with construction and demolition represented 15% of the total. Green
waste represented 46% as no composting was established at that time. If these two waste streams
were removed the amount of waste reduces by 8,500 tonnes to 5,460 tonnes. This amount greatly
exceeds the quantities provided to the consultants on our visit.
4.1 Waste Data
Two sets of data have been provided by the ANI which are summarised in the tables below. Data
from the WMC for the year 2010/11 indicates that an estimated 994 tonnes of waste was burnt.
Table 1: Waste disposed 2010-11
Type of waste
General household waste
Builders waste
Whitegoods
Food scraps
Total tonnes burnt

Unit (Tonnes)
710
105
14
165
994

Source: ANI report to support DA for high temperature waste incinerator

Data from the WMC for the year 2013/14 indicates the following materials were received with an
estimated 1,116 tonnes plus 392 loads, 14 cars and 1,050 tyres were burnt.
Table 2: Waste delivered and processed at WMC 2013-14
Type of waste Burnt
General household waste burnt
Steel cans
Glass dumped
Food scraps
Aerosols
Sub total tonnes burnt
Timber burnt
Steel waste dumped
Whitegoods
Electronic waste
Reuse area
Sub total loads burnt
Motor cars dumped
Tyres
Recycled
Glass crushed
Aluminium cans
Lead acid batteries
Sub total

Unit (Tonnes or loads)
910 t
110t
95t
45t
1t
1,116 t
175 loads
115 loads
46 loads
20 loads
36 loads
392 loads
14 units
1,050 units
140t
18t
35t
193t
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4.2 Waste Survey Data 2015
During the scoping visits the consultant prepared a visual assessment survey and with the support of
ANI who allocated staff the survey was completed on all deliveries to the WMC over the entire
opening week. The staff who undertook the survey were untrained in visual assessment and so some
caution should be applied to interpretation but this data set provides the best in depth data set
available at this time. Our analysis is provided below and includes waste that was recorded by litres
but for this section does not include other items recorded by count or comments, however as a high
level provides a good estimate of proportion from each source.
Delivery method – the chart below shows the breakdown of the 745 loads by vehicle type. Of all
deliveries 41% or 302 vehicles were sedans, followed by 35% or 261 utes, 21% or 158 small trucks,
3% or 21 large trucks and 3 vehicles towed a trailer.
Chart 1: Weekly vehicles by type of vehicle

Waste source – of all deliveries 71% were from domestic premises, 24% commercial premises and
5% Administration.
Chart 2: Weekly vehicles by source of waste
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Waste volumes by source – It is estimated that approximately 270m3 of waste was delivered in one
week equating to 14,000m3 per annum. Whilst 71% of all deliveries are from domestic premises they
deliver just 42% of all waste by volume with the majority of the waste volume originating from the
commercial sector at 53%. Administration contributes just 5% by volume.
Chart 3: Weekly volume by source of waste

These deliveries do not include any green waste which is currently prohibited from the WMC. The
Green Waste Management Project Final Report, March 2009 by ANI it reported that between 300 –
350m3 of green waste were delivered for processing each week. This equates to approximately
17,000m3 of green waste annually which are not included in any of the above deliveries as all green
waste deliveries are banned from the site
All deliveries – the chart below shows the distribution of the 745 deliveries by day. Peak days are
Saturday (202) and Tuesday (168) with almost equal loads on Wednesday (134) and Friday (138) and
Thursday having the lowest number at 112.
Chart 4: Deliveries per day

Number of vehicles per day

250
200
150
100
50
0
Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday
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Recycling volumes received - during the audit week a total volume 24,250 litres of aluminium and
steel cans plastics and glass were delivered. If the cardboard was separated an additional 32,000 litres
was delivered.
Chart 5: Recycling volumes delivered

Litres received per week

60,000
50,000
40,000

Cardboard/paper

31,900

Glass

30,000

Al cans
Plastic

20,000
10,000

11,000

Steel cans

4,950
2,750

5,500

0

Recycling deliveries volumes per day – the chart below shows the distribution of the recycling with
peaks on Tuesday and Saturday at just over 16m3 followed by Wednesday (10m3)and Friday (9m3) and
Thursday just over 4m3.
Chart 6: Recycling volumes by day
18,000

Volume

Litres received per day

16,000
14,000
12,000

Steel cans

10,000

Plastic

8,000

Al cans

6,000
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Cardboard/paper

2,000

Total recyclables

0
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Recycling weights received – The above volumes were then converted to weight using conversion
factors. This analysis reveals that during the audit week a total weight of 6,370kgs were delivered
including 178kgs of aluminium cans, 198kgs of plastics, 490kgs of steel cans, 3,080kgs of glass and
2,424kgs of cardboard. Extrapolated this indicates that 10 tonnes of aluminium cans and plastics, 25
tonne of steel cans and 160 tonnes of glass could be expected to be processed individually and
combined around 205 tonnes. Cardboard is expected to be 126 tonnes.
Chart 7: Recycling weight delivered

Kilograms received per week
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5,000
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4,000
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Recycling deliveries weights per day – the chart below shows the distribution of the recycling
deliveries by weight with a significant peak on Tuesday followed by Saturday, Wednesday, Friday and
Thursday. The heavier delivery on Tuesday indicates more glass containers are delivered.

Chart 8: Recycling weight by day
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The following analysis merges both the observed material with other data sources.
The Green Waste Management Project Final Report, March 2009 reported between 300 – 350m3 of
green waste as delivered (loose) for processing each month. This equates to approximately 16,900m3
of green waste annually. Food waste includes food from commercial premises currently collected and
feed to pigs or other stock as estimated by islanders.
Table 3: Overall waste generation from all sources
Material
Green waste
Other
Garbage bags
Recyclables - glass, cans, paper, cardboard
Food waste
Hazardous
Total

Tonnes per year
1,538
1,131
489
331
185
20
3,695

Cubic metres per year
16,900
7,995
5,621
2,917
541
94
34,067

The chart below graphically depicts the data in the table above. ‘Other’ and garbage bags represents
1,620 tonnes or 44% of the total amount of waste we expect to be delivered. Green waste (42%) and
food waste (5%) represent almost half of all waste and are suitable for composting. In this analysis
cardboard is added to the recycling as it must be separated and processed before added to any
composting process – all recyclables represents 9%.
Chart 9: Tonnes generated per year
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Greater detail on anticipated waste compostion is provided in the chart below in particalar in relation
to the ‘other ‘ catergory which contains a number of components, all in less then 1% of the total
waset stream by weight. Quantities less then 0.1% have been removed.
Chart 10: Composition of the total waste stream
Cardboard/paper
Metals - Food waste
126 t/yr
miscellaneous 185 t/yr Glass
Concrete/brick/tile
160 t/yr
5%
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108 t/yr
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pallets
Garbage bags
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489 t/yr
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Pallets
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Other plastics
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Whitegoods - fridge,
washer,1%
Steel cans 1%

Other
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Garden
1,538 t/yr
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Clothing, bedding 1%
Covered furniture, 0.5%
Tyres, 0.3%
Plastic containers, 0.3%
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POLICY FRAMEWORK

This chapter identifies key policy drivers for solid waste management in Australia to provide both
background and context to the development of the Norfolk Island Waste Management and Resource
Recovery Strategy. These documents also provide a reference source as we understand appropriate
and applicable NSW legislation and policies may be transferred in the future.
5.1
Guiding principles
Different communities have different motivators and issues and therefore require different waste
solutions. However, the main over-arching principles behind any waste strategy should be the
Principles of Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) and the waste hierarchy.
All actions and programs delivered as a result of this strategy should take the waste hierarchy and
ESD principles into account while still recognising the need for flexibility based on economic, social
and environmental conditions.
5.1.1 Principles of Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD)
The principles of ESD have been encompassed in a multitude of Australian state and federal
environmental laws and provide guidance on the management of waste and the facilities that
recover, treat or contain it. The principles of ESD are:
1.
The precautionary principle
2.
Intergenerational equity
3.
Conservation of biological diversity and ecological integrity
4.
Polluter pays principle
These four principles aim to govern waste management by ensuring that it:
 does not cause negative or unintended consequences to the wider environment
 does not affect biodiversity and ecological integrity
 burden of the current generation and not shifted onto the future
 is the generator of the waste bears the full cost of the treatment and management.
5.1.2 Waste Hierarchy – an internationally accepted guide for prioritising waste management
practices. The waste hierarchy sets out the most-to-least-preferred methods for waste management
globally. The waste hierarchy has evolved over the past four decades and now includes six steps as
depicted in the diagram below:
Figure 18: Waste Hierarchy
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5.2 Commonwealth policy drivers
5.2.1 National Waste Policy 2009 Less Waste, More Resources – sets a national waste
management framework for the period 2009–2020. The focus of this policy is issues within the
jurisdiction of the Commonwealth, with an emphasis on Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR),
sustainable procurement, data capture, waste definitions, market development, improvements in C&I
waste disposal and reduction and improved management of hazardous wastes.
5.2.2 National Environment Protection Act 1994 – upholds the principle of polluter-pays principle
of ESD, and every state and territory jurisdiction has been bound to uphold.
5.2.3 Product Stewardship Act 2011 – Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) involves first
national approach to voluntary and regulated product stewardship schemes, involves industry taking
greater responsibility for the environmental impacts of their products, throughout their life cycle
particularly where they become waste. Each year all jurisdictions provide a product list of problematic
wastes for attention. Management at a national level can provide consistent action to achieve the
product stewardship goals. Paint, tyres and batteries will be the next products to be covered by such
an arrangement.
5.2.4 Product Stewardship (Televisions & Computers) Regulations 2011 – These regulations were
introduced for the management of specified electronic wastes in Australia. This legislation places
requirements on the manufacturers of televisions (TVs) and computers to provide for the end-of-life
recycling of these products, including computer peripherals. Councils are encouraged to enter into
partnerships with the computer and TV industry under an Approved Co-Regulatory Arrangement to
provide collection points for these materials. Administration has set specific industry targets for the
sector to reach with the first annual recycling target of 30% in 2012–13 rising incrementally to 80% in
2021–22. This policy has a significant financial implication for Norfolk Island as the costs of the freight
for recycling is born by the manufacturer.
5.2.5 The Australian Packaging Covenant – is a voluntary co-regulatory arrangement that requires
manufacturers, importers or brand owners to take responsibility for the packaging they produce
entering the marketplace by incorporating sustainability into every step of the product’s lifecycle –
from design, development and manufacturing, to customer usage and disposal. Administration has
set specific industry targets for the sector to reach 70% recycling of used packaging by 2015. The
industry rate is currently 64%. Infrastructure grants are available based on matched funding from the
appropriate jurisdiction. For Norfolk Island this would be most likely the Commonwealth.
5.2.6 Container deposit scheme (CDS) – This approach has been proposed under the National
Waste Policy 2009 and has already been implemented in the South Australian (SA) some 30 years ago
and more recently in the Northern Territory. New South Wales (NSW) has just announced it will
introduce a CDS in July 2017 and Queensland in July 2018. The framework of the NSW scheme is yet
to be developed however in SA and NT a handling fee is paid on all containers redeemed at a licensed
depot and the manufactures pay the return freight. This policy has a significant financial implication
for Norfolk Island.
5.3
New South Wales policy drivers
In NSW waste is regulated by the NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) using tools and
programs to prevent pollution, minimise resource use, improve the recovery of materials from the
waste stream and ensure the appropriate disposal of waste. A number of key waste management
strategies, policies, programs, legislation and regulation are outlined below for information:
5.3.1 The NSW Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act, 2001 (WARR) aims to encourage the
efficient use of resources and reduce environmental harm, in accordance with the principles of ESD.
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The main achievement of this legislation was to provide the framework for the development of a
WARR Strategy. The NSW Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) administers programs to reach the
targets established in the WARR strategy.
5.3.2 Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Strategy –sets the direction for programs, policies
and plans that work to minimise the impact of waste on the environment and human health,
including education to encourage behaviour change, economic mechanisms that encourage resource
recovery over disposal, enforcement of the waste regulations and provides incentives to encourage
investment, innovation and improvement in environmental practices. It sets aspirational targets
including avoiding and reducing the amount of waste generated per person in NSW, increasing waste
diverted from landfill to 75%, managing problem wastes better, reducing litter, with 40% fewer items
(compared to 2012) by 2017 and combatting illegal dumping, with 30% fewer incidents (compared to
2011) by 2017.
Table 4: NSW recycling rates
Source
MSW
C&I
C&D

Target – 2021
70%
70%
80%

5.3.3 Protection of the Environment and Operations Act 1997 (POEO Act) –is the principal
environmental protection legislation for NSW. It defines 'waste' for regulatory purposes and
establishes management and licensing requirements for waste. It defines offences relating to waste
and sets penalties. The POEO Act also establishes the ability to set various waste management
requirements via the POEO (Waste) Regulation with penalties ranging from on-the-spot fines of $750
up to $5 million and seven years’ jail for persons found wilfully causing harm to the environment and
sets out provisions covering:






transportation and management of asbestos waste
recycling of consumer packaging
transportation of waste
tracking of certain waste
record-keeping, measurement of waste and monitoring for waste facilities

Section 142A of the (POEO Act) provides an offence for a person who pollutes land. Since 1
November 2014, the POEO (General) Regulation 2009 contains a list of wastes that automatically
constitute land pollution and has significant penalties with fines up to $1,000,000 for corporations
and $250,000 for individuals. This amendment sends a strong signal to polluters that dumping waste
that poses a risk to the community or the environment is unacceptable in NSW. These wastes
include:





hazardous waste
restricted solid waste
>10 tonnes of asbestos waste
>5 tonnes of waste tyres or more than 500 waste tyres.

5.3.4 Energy from waste policy - ensures that there is minimal risk of harm to human health and
the environment and will not undermine avoidance, re-use or recycling. Policy sets out the
considerations and criteria that apply to recovering energy from waste in NSW.
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/wastestrategy/energy-from-waste.htm
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WASTE MANAGEMENT ON OTHER AUSTRALIAN ISLANDS

A.Prince Consulting has worked on a number of isolated island communities developing and
implementing waste management strategies over the past 18 years. This section provides as short
summary of the some key actions and achievements to provide information and context to the
reader. These Islands have all received some Federal and/or State Administration funding to assist in
the capital works required to establish systems with the ongoing operational costs funded locally.
6.1
Lord Howe Island, New south Wales
Lord Howe Island is located 550 km’s off the NSW coast home to 350 residents and over 15,000
visitors per annum. The Island moved from a burn and bury mentality pre 2000 to become a leading
world best practice community through a comprehensive range of measures. The waste strategy set a
target of 86% reduction which has been achieved by the community on consecutive years after a
decade of sustained effort.
All waste and recycling is shipped to the mainland for disposal or reprocessing. The cornerstone of
the program is a composting system for all cardboard, paper, food and garden waste which
represented 55% of the delivered waste stream. Recycling represented 31% and have been
established for the following materials: glass, aluminium and steel cans, mixed plastics, EPS foam,
metals, paints – water and oil based, oils- cooling and motor, fluorescent bulbs, toner cartridges,
batteries – lead acid and nicad, textiles/clothing are all separated for recovery. Glass is crushed and
used as an aggregate in read beds as part of the waste water treatment strategy.
A reuse centre provides an avenue for reuse of furniture, building material, bric and brac and books.
A bulk food co-operative provides both visitors and residents with packaging free options. Only
general waste, nappies, tyres and builders waste require landfilling. An extensive community, school
and visitor education, communication and engagement program was developed. The implementation
was overseen by a local waste management advisory group with technical support, advice and
guidance provided by APC.
The chart below shows the efforts achieved by this community over 7 years. The dip in diversion was
as a result of increased building activity and the failure of the glass crusher which has since been
replaced. Refer to Appendix C for a case study.
Chart 11: Lord Howe Island Diversion Rate 2004/05 to 2012/13
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Chart 12: Waste and recycling quantities
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6.2 Kangaroo Island, South Australia
This island is similar to Norfolk Island as it has an agricultural and tourism economic base. The island
is 4,400 km2 with a permanent population of 4,2923 and 160,000 tourists visiting annually of which
approximately one third are international visitors. At the time of APC’s involvement the landfill had
three months capacity remaining.
A transfer station was built and all waste shipped off the Island for disposal or reprocessing on the
mainland. An extensive education program was introduced to support a comprehensive recycling and
user paid charging regime was introduced at a new transfer station. As a result of these
comprehensive measures Kangaroo Island are diverting approximately 75% of all waste from landfill
via a recycling, reuse and composting initiatives. Refer to Appendix C for a case study.
Chart 13: Diversion Rates LHI and Kangaroo Island Compared
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A Chronological order of waste management developments is outlined below:
December 2004
Report presented to the Special Council Meeting on 15 December 2004 where Council made the
following decisions:
3

ABS 2001 Population Census.
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All residents to receive a garbage and recyclables kerbside collection service by July 2006.
Waste to be transported to the mainland for either landfill or recycling.
A detailed Waste Management Plan to be developed.
Education of the community to occur.
Service Charge - Waste - To be introduced and made payable with rates.

April 2005
 Contracted KESAB to undertake waste education.
 Contracted APC to develop the Integrated Waste Management Plan.
1 July 2005
 Service Charge - Waste introduced.
22 September 2005
 Waste Transfer Facility completed.
 The transportation of landfill waste mainland landfill became fully operational.
16 November 2005
 Integrated Waste Management Plan for Kangaroo Island adopted by Council.
3 July 2006





The garbage and recyclables collection service commenced.
Penneshaw and Parndana Transfer Stations closed.
Commenced the Bulky Waste Program at 4 locations
Kingscote Landfill became the Kangaroo Island Resource Recovery Centre.

1 April 2007
 Leased the Reuse Shed to Pete’s Scrap Metal and Recycling.
1 July 2007
 Commenced the sale of compost.
 Completed the construction of the Bio-solids Receival facility.
 Bulky Waste Program expanded to monthly.
1 February 2009
 Kangaroo Island Council agreed to join the proposed Fleurieu Regional Waste Authority.
6.3
Warraber Island, Torres Strait
Waraber Island is one of 16 outer islands in Torres Strait and home to 250 inhabitants who are
indigenous to the Island. The island has minimal tourism but many visiting Administration officials
who stay in the only guesthouse on the Island.
APC recommended the introduction of a 4 stream waste system - recycling, food, garden and general
waste supported by extensive community and school education. A composting initiative using BiobiNs
for the processing of source separated food, cardboard and garden waste.
A recycling program for aluminium, plastic, liquid paperboard and steel cans was introduced with all
materials baled prior to shipment to Cairns on the mainland. A significant challenge was meeting the
stringent Australian Quarantine Inspection Service (AQIS) requirements to protect the mainland bioused packaging was entering the Australian mainland.
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Glass was not recovered due to the small quantities as no alcohol is sold on the Island and all soft
drinks are imported in aluminium cans or plastic containers Warraber Island achieved a 66%
reduction in waste to landfill by weight and 45% less by volume and the recovery by material is similar
to mainland programs showing the transferability of systems when technical infrastructure and
education are provided.
Chart 14: Recovery by material type
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6.4
Rottnest Island, Western Australia
This island is situated 20kms off the coast of Perth and has a very low residential population but
attracts over 500,000 visitors per annum, many of which are international tourists. Recycling efforts
declined over time and the previous source separation program for glass, aluminium and plastic was
replaced with a new fully commingled recycling service for glass, aluminium, plastic containers, paper
and cardboard. Cooking oil was collected from all restaurants. The local landfill closed due to the high
costs of lining a new cell and a transfer station built and all recycling, general waste and bio-solids
were exported to the mainland. Refer to Appendix C for a case study.
6.5
Hamilton Island, Queensland
Located off the Queensland coast Hamilton Island has the same population as a rural council however
is in private ownership. Hamilton Island has a permanent population of up to 800 persons and
between 1,500 – 3,000 holiday makers on the Island at any one time who can stay in a range of
accommodation from self- catering to six star accommodations. These visitors are supported by up to
1,500 staff. At peak periods up to 4,300 persons can be on the island at any one time plus a highly
variable number of yachts who moor and deliver their waste for disposal.
The island had a recycling system constrained by needing up to 7 separate bins for individual material
separations including - general waste, glass, cardboard, mixed plastics, HDPE, steel cans and
aluminium cans. Efforts to recycle were constrained by lack of a MRF as all waste streams must be
source separated into individual colour coded bins for cardboard, steel cans, aluminium cans, all
plastics, HDPE plastics and glass where space allows. A sorting plant allowed for a fully comingled
system to be introduced island wide and a significant increase in recovery of used packaging
particularly used beverage containers. A glass recycling program was used for crushing for reuse on
the Island.
APC provided advice in relation to the introduction of a composting and food waste processing
system and the installation of a sorting line to enable commingled recycling to occur throughout the
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Island. APC wrote a successful grant from the Australian Packaging Covenant Grant which assisted in
providing a 50% of the cost of the recycling sorting line.
6.6 Overview
From the above overviews it is apparent that current waste management practices on Norfolk Island
are out of step with other Australian island communities. It should be noted with the exception of
Warraber Island in Torres Strait all the other island examples do not have issues of quarantine
compliance. None of the above examples have issues of international shipping and compliance with
the trans-movement of goods which adds additional complexity to the export and movement of
waste. All other island examples have direct access to the mainland via ship, barge or ferry service.
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7. THE WAY FORWARD
While it is acknowledged that current waste management on Norfolk Island is operated on very low
budgets, any improvement in standards will require a commitment for higher levels of operational
and capital funding to ensure that adequate equipment, maintenance and staffing can be provided
and maintained to support the new waste management regime.
The strategies outlined in this section assume that Norfolk Island will introduce a four stream source
separated waste management program based on the following key waste streams:
 Reusable – soft drink beverage containers, furniture, building materials, bric a brac,
 Recyclable
 on island - glass, building waste – bricks, timber.
 off island - plastics, metals, aluminium cans, paints, oils, toner cartridges, fluorescent

globes
 Compostable - food, paper/ cardboard and garden waste
 Residual waste
 off island – chemicals, smoke detectors, paints
 on island - other household and business waste
Lord Howe Island and Warraber Island have similar four stream systems.
Figure 19: Waste separation programs

Lord Howe Island – recyclables, food,
general waste paper and cardboard

Warraber Island - Green waste, recycling,
food and general waste

7.1
Project oversight
APC has overseen the development and implementation of a number of remote community and
island waste strategies including Lord Howe Island (NSW), Kangaroo Island (SA), Rottnest Island (WA),
Warraber Island (QLD) and the APY Lands (SA). We have prepared strategies for King Island (TAS),
Flinders Island (TAS), Groyte Eylandt (NT), the Ningaloo Coastline (WA) and have undertaken an
operational review of Hamilton Island (QLD) waste program. Those communities which have
achieved the strategic outcomes set in their respective waste strategies are those where an external
provider was engaged to oversee the project implementation. All island and remote locations have
limited staff and resources and lack the expertise the focus on waste programs which are multifaceted and rely heavily on engagement and support of every household, business and individual. A
budget allocation should be provided for ongoing external technical support.
It is important for community ownership of the waste solutions and to move the implementation of
this Waste Management Strategy forward it is recommended that a Waste Advisory Committee
(WAC) be formed drawing representation from all sections of the community. This approach has
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been highly successful on a number of projects including Lord Howe Island as each committee
member reports back to their networks on progress.
It is suggested at a minimum the following sectors and specific interest groups be represented:
 Government (elected/appointed and key staff)
 Tourism
 Retail
 Education
 Media
 Council of elders
 EcoNorfolk
 Medical officer
 Waste technical adviser
 Community representative
This committee should meet monthly or as and when required to oversee and guide the
implementation. Ideally meetings should coincide with availability of the technical adviser. In addition
to the main committee a number of sub-committee should be established focusing on specific
aspects i.e. community education and engagement. These groups report back to the main committee
on specific progress.
Recommendation
1. A Waste Advisory Committee (WAC) be formed drawing representation from all sections of the
community and specific interest groups supported by a number of sub committees as required.
2. That a technical advisor be engaged to oversee implementation of the strategy including the
preparation of a detailed Waste Management Plan, budget and time-line subject to budget
approvals and agreed priorities.
7.2

Waste Management Centre

7.2.1 Operations
Within the current operation at the WMC are a number of inefficiencies due to lack of appropriate
equipment, systems and allocated resources. We strongly suggest that the Transfer Station Operation
and Checklist developed by the NSW EPA be used as a reference guide.
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/resources/warrlocal/060362-transferstation1.pdf
Currently, builders waste is delivered to headstone directly and little is known of the exact
composition or amount delivered. Greater data recording of all loads to Headstone must be kept for
planning purposes. No access to Headstone should be permitted by any builders without first
reporting to the WMC where the load details are logged. The only exception is the butcher’s delivery
of offal and carcasses.
New dedicated bunkers should be provided for other waste streams as new management techniques
are introduced i.e. metals, builders waste. An area that may be suitable is to the left hand side of the
driveway prior to entering the drop off area. This area would need clearing, levelling and barricades
provided to indicate wat materials are to be deposited.
A new or expanded area for reuse and the drop off of household hazardous materials is also required.
Once the current stockpiles are removed a reassessment of the site layout can be considered. The
Telcor green waste processor should be relocated elsewhere as the bulk and size of the machine is
impeding operations.
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The WMC has already used standard NSW images for recyclables and garbage within the WMC.
Standard signage throughout the site will encourage patrons to correctly dispose of items. Images can
be downloaded from http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/wastetools/signs-posters-symbols.htm.
Figure 20: Standard signage

Recommendations
3. That ANI refer to the NSW EPA Transfer Station Operation and Checklist as a key reference
document in relation to standards of operation and practice.
4. A new concept plan be developed for the WMC taking into account the recommendations made
in this report seeking to improve operational efficiencies and current layout of the site to
improve storage and handling of all waste streams including household hazardous and
expanding the reuse area to include building materials.
5. That no access to Headstone be permitted by any builders without first reporting to the WMC
where the load details are logged.
6. That standard signage be used throughout the WMC.
7. The bunkers or bays be provided for the delivery storage and consolidation of metals and
construction materials at the WMC
7.2.2 Opening days and hours
Given the strong sentiment in the community in relation to the opening days it is strongly
recommended that the opening days of the WMC are reviewed. In 2000 when APC undertook a waste
audit over seven consecutive days at both tip sites and at that time, the greatest number of deliveries
occurred on a Sunday with 148 loads, followed by Saturday 88 loads, Monday 84 loads, Friday 81
loads and Tuesdays and Thursdays 71 loads each. Only 22 deliveries were recorded on Wednesday.
Based on this delivery profile Wednesday is a day when the facility could be closed and Friday,
Saturday, Sunday and Monday are days when the facility definitely should be open.
WMC staff conducted a user survey for the consultants from the 13th to 19th May, 2015. The table
below indicates the number of deliveries received per day. Over 5 days when a total a 754 vehicles
delivered material for disposal with Saturday being the peak at 202 and Thursday being the least at
112 loads. On average 150 vehicles per day use the WMC.
Table 5: Deliveries received at WMC from 13- 19th May 2015
Day
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Weekly total

Number of vehicles
Closed
168
134
112
138
202
Closed
754

It is suggested that the traffic counter be used to monitor traffic flow by both number and delivery
time over a reasonable timespan to verify if the above data reflects typical activity.
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Given the 2000 and 2015 data and taking into account the number of deliveries per day delivered to
the Norfolk Island WMC it is suggested that the centre’s opening days be reviewed and that closure
occurs mid-week i.e. Wednesday and Thursday as per the airport rather than on the weekend and
Monday.
Lord Howe Island reviewed their opening days based on tourism activities on the Island. The opening
days vary based on amount of tourist activity on the island. Peak period is deemed to be from
September till mid-May and low season is mid-May to September. During the peak period Lord
Howe’s WMC is open 4 days per week and 3 days per week in low season. In addition the centre is
only open to the public from 7.00am – 10.00am daily and the reminder of the day is spent processing
the delivered materials.
In our opinion reducing the opening hours should also be reviewed and reduced to 7.00 am to 1.00
pm for deliveries this will improve efficiencies within the WMC as staff can complete tasks without
new waste streams being constantly delivered.
It is strongly suggested a community survey be undertaken to seek input into preferred opening hours
and days. The Administration can sell the concept by opening of the days needed i.e. Sunday and
Monday but reducing opening hours on all opening days.
Recommendations
8. That opening days be changed to reflect community need for the WMC to be open on Sunday
and Monday and closed for two consecutive day’s mid-week.
9. To improve operational efficiencies given limited staff at the WMC that a trial of reducing
opening hours from 7.00am to 1.00pm be introduced.
7.2.3 Household Hazardous Materials
Many properties, domestic garages and sheds contain chemical cocktails of out-of-date, unwanted
and often unknown pots and bottles of chemicals, herbicides, pesticides and other substances. All of
which are potentially detrimental to the environment if not properly controlled and disposed of
correctly.
The WMC is the obvious point of disposal however currently there is a lack of appropriate
infrastructure, materials are stored in a haphazard method and staff lack the knowledge and skills
regarding the correct handling of household hazardous materials. Australian Standard AS1940/2004
recommends the storage and handling of flammable and combustible liquids. These waste streams
present significant risk in terms of fire, public and worker safety and have the potential to create a
significant environmental incident. The excessive quantiles of each material that are stockpiled and
the manner in which they are stored presents an unacceptable level of hazards and risk and must be
properly managed.
Australia and New Zealand in 2001 became signatories to the Waigani Convention which controls the
transboundary movement and management of hazardous waste within the Pacific Region.
In our opinion the highest priority must be to:
 remove the accumulated stockpiles of problem waste items including the asbestos, lead acid
batteries, chemicals, paints, oils, tyres, toner cartridges and smoke detectors.
 ensure the site can be closed to stop unauthorised access out of hours as currently any
person can enter the site at any time and the centre cannot be secured.
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The following management methods are recommended for a range of problematic materials:
 Chemicals – stored in an approved cabinet to prevent unauthorised access an appropriate
distance from all ignition sources, including smoking areas - see further explanation below.
 Paints – de-cantered into drums or IEC’s on bunded pallets and shipped to Australia or New
Zealand (NZ) for disposal at an appropriately licensed liquid waste treatment facilities. There
is no requirement for the containment of water based paints, however all liquids should be
contained in a suitably bunded area.
 Cooking oils and fats - can be utilised for the production of bio-diesel and soap production
but must be stored on bunded pallets
 Motor oil – de-cantered into drums or IEC’s stored on bunded pallets and shipped to
Australia or NZ for recycling
 Solvents - de-cantered into a common container, stored on a bunded pallet and exported to
Australia or NZ for disposal at an appropriate licensed liquid waste treatment facility.
 Gas bottles and fire extinguishers – stored and exported to mainland for recycling or reuse.
 Aerosols - pierced to prevent any explosion and added to the steel cans for baling
 Smoke detectors – contain a low source of radio-activity which cannot be disposed of using
low temperature incineration
 Fluorescent globes - contain mercury and must not be broken and one way shipping
containers used to reduce breakage – see further explanation below.
 Toner cartridges – stored separately and exported for recycling and/or reuse. See further
explanation below.
 E waste - see further explanation below.
Fluorescent bulbs and tubes - Mercury containing lamps (including fluorescents, compact
fluorescent lamps (CFLs), and high intensity discharge (HID) lamps) contain small amounts of mercury
and are the largest single consumer product generating mercury waste to landfill in Australia. From
February 2009, Australia had a phase-out of less efficient lighting means a significant proportion of
these lamps will enter the waste stream in the next 3-5 years. ‘Fluoro-cycle’ is a voluntary
partnership between government and industry to increase the recycling of mercury containing
lamps. The overall aim of this scheme is to reduce the amount of mercury containing waste being
disposed through increased recycling. A small number of companies specialise in recycling these
products in Australia including Chemsal and CMA Ecocycle. There are a number of options to both
store and transport used lighting in purpose built and designed cardboard or corflute boxes which
typically holding 100 4’ globes and weighing approximately 20kg.. The disposal rate includes a fee per
box plus recycling fee. We are unaware of recycling cost in NZ.
Batteries - Smaller alkaline lithium and reusable batteries contain toxic materials that should not go
to landfill nor burnt. The establishment of Battery Banks has now become increasingly common,
whereby old discarded batteries can be placed in attractive, clear containers enabling viewing of
contents are provided at the point of sale of new batteries. There is a need for multiple collection
points within the community aiming at the visitor market and a larger unit at the WMC. Indicative
costs in Australia are provided below
Table 6: Australia battery recycling costs
Description
5L
10L
20L

Height
(mm)
444
744
830

Width
(mm)
230
230
310

Price
Ex. GST & delivery
$92.21
$107.28
$129.90

Toner cartridge recycling- The ‘Cartridges 4 Planet Ark’ program was stablished stop printer
cartridges from ending up in landfill. Almost 60% of cartridges collected are returned to the original
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equipment manufacturers for reuse, while the remaining cartridges are recycled with zero waste
going to landfill. Australia Post supports the program by providing a cartridge collection point. Any
organisation that generates more than three (3) inkjet, toner cartridges or toner bottles a month may
be eligible for a free ‘Cartridges 4 Planet Ark’ collection box. Once the bag inside your box is full,
return the bag of cartridges through Australia Post using the Reply Paid sticker affixed to the bag. To
register call 1800 24 24 73.
E-waste -Television and computers are products that are part of a national TV and computer
recycling scheme where the industry is required to pay for the recovery of these items at the end of
their useful life. Each state government has had to enact regulations to support voluntary industry
Extended Producer Responsibility programs. The Administration needs to ensure it is part of the
scheme and that suitable storage facilities are established to store these products in an
environmentally responsible manner prior to export. It is suggested that further information can be
obtained from John Gertsakis, Executive Officer, Product Stewardship Australia, Phone: (03) 9412
5113, Email: johng@productstewardship.asn.au
Chemicals - A permanent secure facility that is purpose-built, fully enclosed and ventilated are
available for containing chemicals prior to their assessment by experts. A modular four-compartment
relocatable hazardous goods storage unit is available from Dangerous Goods Storage Systems Pty Ltd
in Young (NSW) for approximately $8,000 ex freight (see diagram and picture below). The installation
of a storage unit may require a Development Application.
Figure 21: Hazardous storage cabinet

The movement of these types of waste are a specialist activity. NI needs the regular services of
skilled, trained contractors to assess and pack for transport and destruction the range of products
surrendered. In October 2008, ChemCollect undertook an assessment and aggregation for export of
4 pallets weighing approximately 300kgs containing paints (water base and solvent), acids and alkalis,
pesticides, insecticides, solvents, grease/oils, solvent and unknowns. The majority of material
appears to be oils and pesticides. Three drums of unknown chemicals were not transported and
remain in the corner of the quarantine shed seven years later.
The three drums of “unknown chemicals” which were unable to be transported legally since they are
not defined by a UN number for the transportation of dangerous goods. A sample must be taken and
sent for testing at an analytical laboratory. Based on the test results waste can then be transported
and disposed of legally in line with correct waste management at an appropriate facility.
ChemCollect has been replaced with a national Australian program for collection and disposal of
unwanted rural chemicals known as ChemClear and from our enquiries it appears Norfolk Island is
eligible for assistance. An inventory is required with the details of the label or any identifiable
features, the manufacturer, product name, the expiry date, the size of the container, the quantity of
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the chemical remaining in the container, the container integrity which is sent to Chem Clear for
scheduling. ChemClear can then contact all waste holders to determine a date and appointment time.
Chemicals are classified in two groups:
 Group one - chemicals that are currently registered and rural chemicals manufactured by
participating members are collected free of charge.
 Group two - chemicals that de-registered, schedules unknown, out of date chemicals or
chemical products of non-participating manufacturers and these attract a fee ranging from
10 – 80c/ litre subject to nature of the material.
The ANI let a tender earlier in 2015 to gain pricing for the consolidation and removal of stockpiles of
these materials which includes meeting international shipping standards and following agreed
protocols to gain the appropriate approvals. As this is a specialist activity APC are neither aware of
the processes nor privy to the costs contained in the tender.
The ANI invited tenders in March 2015 for the aggregation and export of waste materials currently
stored at the WMC including: asbestos, batteries, tyres, chemicals, paints, oils and aluminium cans.
Tenders have been received and are currently being reviewed. It is our opinion that these materials
must be removed and continues to be removed on an ongoing basis and not allowed to accumulate.
Policies, procedures and processors must be established to prevent the current situation recurring.
Lord Howe Island export waste on every arriving vessel to prevent stockpiles occurring and to
maintain annual budget control.
The WMC needs to establish a dedicated area where the community can safely dispose of selected
common household problem wastes. The interface should allow for easy and convenient use to
dispose of paint, gas bottles, fire extinguishers, motor and cooking oils, car and household batteries,
fluorescent tubes and globes, smoke detectors and toner cartridges. A designated under cover area
must be provided with correct receptacles, signage for the pubic to use. The area currently used for
storage of asbestos on the right hand side of the approach driveway is considered to be most suitable
as a dedicated area for problematic wastes.
Figure 22: Future problematic waste drop off area

The NSW EPA has provided the following standard signs to promote source separation of items. It is
recommended that the WMC use these signs above the dedicated area.
Figure 23: NSW EPA signs for problem wastes
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The NSW EPA has also prepared standard layouts to assist councils throughout NSW implement these
facilities. An example of a dedicated design is provided below:
Figure 24: NSW household problem waste drop off facility

To comply with standard environment protection and WHS regulations all drums and other primary
containers must be are stored in a bunded area. This area must be able to contain 110% of the largest
container or 25% of the total, whichever is the greater. Spill containment pallets are available in
various sizes to suit all application and drums, crates or IBCs. A four-drum spill pallet measures 1,280
mm x 1,280 mm x 275 mm high, weighs 25 kilograms, has a 230 litre sump capacity and retails, ex
Sydney, for $495. The exact number required will need to be determined by WMC staff however
every liquid container should be stored in such a manner and all lead acid batteries.

Figure 25: Bunded pallets
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Recommendations
10. That all stockpiles of hazardous and problematic wastes be removed from the WMC as a
priority
11. That the WMC be provided with secure doors to prevent unauthorised access out of hours
12. That documented policies, procedures, processors and protocols are established for the export
of all materials to be compliant with transport and trans-movement of materials between
jurisdictions and sufficient funds allocated annually for this purpose.
13. A new community interface should be provided within the WMC to allow for easy and
convenient drop off of household hazardous material including: paint – water and oil based,
oils - motor and cooking, gas bottles and fire extinguishers, car and household batteries,
fluorescent tubes and globes, smoke detectors, toner cartridges, computers and TV’s.
14. That bunded pallets be purchased and used to ensure any spill or leak is wholly contained.
15. Community education be undertaken to encourage the community to clean out unwanted
household hazardous items prior to the removal of the stockpiles
16. ANI commence collecting fluorescent globes and tubes from the community and obtain one
way shippers to reduce breakage during storage and transport.
17. Battery Banks be purchased and provided at WMC and retail outlets where batteries are sold
18. Investigate and implement complimentary legislation to enable Norfolk Island to be part of the
Australian Extended Producer Responsibility programs.
19. As a priority seek to be part of the Extended Producer Responsibility for computer and
televisions take back and when a return system has been established communicate to the
community and establish a site for consolidation.
20. That a hazardous storage cabinet be purchased and installed to contain chemical in a safe
manner prior to disposal
21. That an accredited trainer from Ag Safe or ChemClear undertake staff training on the correct
storage and handling of chemicals
22. The services of ChemClear should be engaged to assess, pack and remove all chemical wastes
annually accumulated or at other regular intervals determined subject to the amount of
chemicals accumulated
23. The three drums of unknown chemicals which are currently in the corner of the quarantine shed
must be tested and removed as a matter of priority after 7 years.
7.3
Reuse shed
The reuse shed, tip shop, revolve or ‘trash and treasure’ are all terms referred to the concept that is
ideally suited to the island communities given the scarcity of materials and the delay and cost of
bringing new or replacement items. Goods no longer needed but that are useable, workable or can
be used for parts are made available to other members of the community.
There is an ad hoc system in use at the WMC currently where unwanted materials are deposited
inside the exit drive-through door for the community to scavenge and take at will. The predominate
materials we observed were mattresses and whitegoods – fridges.
It is imperative that that area is undercover to protect and preserve items of furniture and materials
until they are removed. The current area is inadequate in size, poorly located as it impedes traffic
flow if persons park on that side of the driveway to forage and has no formal shelving or system for
materials to be displayed.
We understand that efforts were being made to co-locate a new larger reuse shed with a men’s shed
concept in the vicinity of the WMC. In our opinion the area near the quarantine shed would be ideal
as it is on the way to and from the WMC, has ample parking and has level ground. Options to build a
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partition within the WMC with an opening made on the outside wall where the garden is and
removing the garden to allow for an awning and drop off, pick up area appear inadequate in size
although this approach improves traffic flow within the drive through area.
We observed no building materials or offcuts stored and in other locations these are popular when
only a piece or small amount is needed to complete a task. Ideally, a carport type structure would be
idea for building materials.
These facilities have the ability to divert a considerable amount of material from disposal if
adequately supported by the community who both donate and reuse.
Recommendation
24.

That ANI continues to explore options to expand and enhance the reuse shed concept which a
critical component is promoting the reuse ethic through-out the community.

7.4
Education and community engagement
The Administration needs to rebuild community confidence that waste is being managed in
accordance with acceptable standards and establish an extensive community consultation and
education program to clearly articulate what is and will be undertaken with indicative timelines.
Education and information are critical first steps to empowering the community to alter current
behaviour and to interact with a new waste management framework.
Every household, business and activity every day generates waste, therefore any education and
community engagement program must be multi-faceted to reach all sections of the community.
Implementing an education campaign produces good results initially but sustained behaviour change
is required so ongoing actions and activities are needed to maintain the focus the community.
The Norfolk Island Waste and Resource Recovery Education Strategy 2008 – 13 requires updating and
a new budget prepared. A budget allocation needs to be made every year for community education
and engagement. The basic tools for effective waste education include:

Website and social media – dedicated waste page with links to other sites
 Brochures and information based on the principles of: less is more, clear, simple text, clear,
generic, consistent, appropriate images and consistency

Personal engagement

Interactive activities to build capacity and understanding
Once government has made a commitment to implement this strategy, and a timeline agreed, a parttime waste education officer should be employed to engage, educate and motivate all sections of the
community in the quest to improve waste management on Norfolk Island. This person should be
part of the WAC.
To assist the Lord Howe Island community transition ‘train the trainer’ workshops and ‘behind the
scenes’ tour of the WMC for the community and visitors were provided over many years to assist the
community understand and appreciate why certain actions were requested. These tours were offered
on days when the WMC was closed to the public due to OH&S concerns and staff availability. In
addition the waste facility is included on island tours given the prominent status that waste now has
on that island.
Contamination levels and separation of materials are a reflection of the success or failure of the
education program. Any education program will be multi-pronged and ongoing and targeting
residents, staff and visitors. New branding, bin signage, bin stickers, posters activities aimed at the
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local school children should be considered. Training and induction programs for all staff would be
developed and promotional opportunities would be undertaken where appropriate.
Reference to the recently released NSW EPA draft Changing Behaviour Together, Education Strategy
2015 – 17 maybe a useful documents as its sets out a range of actions around 6 key strategic
directions:
1 Develop and use consistent messaging
2 Integrate education
3 Build capacity
4 Promote excellence
5 Provide resources and tools
6 Work with and support stakeholders
Recommendations
25.
26.
27.

That adequate funds be provided to review, update and implement the Norfolk Island Waste
and Resource Recovery Education Strategy 2008 – 13.
That a Waste Education Working Group be established to deliver the above strategy and
such a group be adequately resourced.
That once government has made a commitment to implement this strategy and a timeline
agreed that a part-time waste education officer be employed to engage, educate and
motivate all sections of the community in the quest to improve waste management on
Norfolk Island.

7.4
Waste management fees and charges
In our opinion the current method of charging a waste levy on all imported product bears no
resemblance to the amount of waste generated by any business or household. Indeed a price penalty
is provided on any air freight when the article is the same irrespective of the freight delivery method.
The levy on sea freight is $32.00 per cubic metre or tonne whichever is the greater and air freight is
26c per kg which is the equivalent of $260.00 per tonne if air freighted.
Throughout Australia a land rating system applies based on valuations and different states use
different methodologies. In NSW the Unimproved Capital Value (UCV) of the land is the basis for
charging multiplied by the agreed rate and a Domestic Waste Management Charge (DWMC) is
identified on all rate notices and is a charge levied specially for the purposes of cost recovery for
waste management activities. This charge cannot be hypothecated to other activities, however can
be used to build a reserve fund for future capital works.
The amount charged by local councils through NSW varies considerably from $280 to over $500 per
property based on the level of service provided, scale and economies achieved. Typically, the charge
includes the cost for or access to a waste management system which in urban communities is through
a kerbside collection of garbage, recycling and garden organics or in rural areas access to a transfer
station to self-deliver these materials. Costs associated with street sweeping, litter, street litter bins,
community education, waste management centre and/or landfill operations, facility licensing and
compliance reporting to statutory authorities are also included.
Where a kerbside service is provided the Council tend to charge more based on the bigger the bin the
greater amount of waste to be disposed. The table below indicates how a number of NSW councils
have introduced variable bin pricing to provide a financial incentive to downsize the standard waste
bin and a disincentive to have larger bins and generate more waste.
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Table 7: Variable bin charging examples
Council
Bin size
80L
120L
240L

Mosman
Cost/yr
$288
$469
$980

Wollongong
Cost/yr
$283
$370
$605

Hunters Hill
Cost/yr
$271
$387
$523

Leichhardt
Cost/yr
$388
$461
Not available

In addition, most council’s throughout NSW and indeed Australia also incorporate a component for
future funding to cap and closure landfills, upgrade waste facilities and invest in new technologies
which do not occur in a linear manner.
If the Administration is to consider the introduction of a rating scheme to the residents of Norfolk
Island, the introduction of a Domestic Waste Management Charge would be preferable to the current
waste levy and is fully transparent to the community and property owner. To establish the amount of
income required an annual operating budget of waste management activities is required which is
then divided by each occupied portion. Typically unoccupied vacant land pays a minimal fee. In
addition, most councils charge fees for delivery of certain waste types i.e. problem, hazardous and
building wastes where no kerbside collections are provided.
In some cases weight, volume or pallets are applied to calculate costs associated with the transport
and disposal costs for waste products. The NSW EPA has released a conversion table based on
extensive landfill audits that allows volume to weight conversion to be undertaken with some
accuracy based on estimated compaction levels. It is strongly recommended that this be used as the
basis of tonnage calculations. Refer to Appendix D.
7.4.1 Lord Howe Island
This island applies a direct user pays approach so the larger waste generators pay more than smaller
generators. There was concern that the commercial premises were subsidising the local residents and
the island community agreed to move to a true user pay system. Each year, twice per year all waste
delivered to the WMC over 2 weeks is monitored by volume and type. Waste is grouped into 4
categories – food, papers and cardboard, recycling and residual. In reality Lord Howe islanders found
that the residents were subsidising the commercial premises. An average household at Lord Howe
pays approximately $500 per annum where they deliver waste to a WMC for export to the mainland
for disposal or recycling. Construction and demolition waste is charged on a cubic metre.
Table 8: Lord Howe Island waste fees and charges - households
Description
Domestic Waste Management (per annum)
Private households – standard service (105 litres per week)
Pensioners – standard service
Private household – premium (additional 40 litres per week)
Pensioners – premium service
Business waste levy
Waste transfer levy - domestic
Waste transfer levy - business
Waste transfer levy - pensioner
Commercial Waste Management
Minimum Access Change (per annum)
Large Business, Restaurant & Accommodation establishment (per unit)
Waste transfer levy (per unit)
Meteorological Bureau (per annum)
Met Bureau waste transfer levy
LHI Central School
LHI Central School waste transfer levy
Gower Wilson Memorial Hospital

Fee 2014/15

Fee2013/14

$409.00
$205.00
$156.00
$78.00
Cost recovery

$383.22
$191.61
$145.99
$72.99
$191.00
$83.00
$14.00
$41.00

$204.00
Cost recovery
Cost recovery
$1,045.00
$100.00
$2,019.00
$144.00
$1,882.00

$191.00
0.7158
0.1742
$981.00
$93.00
$1,895.00
$135.00
$1,767.00
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$198.00

$185.00

The cost recovery system is calculated based on the total amount of waste actually delivered divided
by the three sources – private, commercial and Administration. The costs of operating the waste
facility and associated activities are then divided based on the amount of waste delivered by sector.
The amount that each business contributes to the commercial amount is based on exactly the
proportion that that business generates. Administration pays the amount relative to the percent of
waste they deliver and the amount generated by households is divided by the amount of residents.
In addition a waste disposal charge is applied at the waste facility where the fee relates to costs of
managing different waste streams and is the amount or units delivered. Refer to Appendix E.
In respect to the disposal of motor cars Lord Howe Island has a ‘one car on one car off’ approach
which is strictly enforced. Car ownership limits apply and approval from the LHI Board is required for
every car imported. For any car bought onto the island the prior vehicle must be removed at the
owner’s expense on the same voyage. The cost of removing cars is not borne by the authority.
7.4.2
Kangaroo Island
Kangaroo Island is similar to Lord Howe in that the current landfill is located on mainland and all
waste and recyclables are transported off the Island for disposal or processing. The waste
management charges for Kangaroo Island Council were modified on 1 July 2006 to reflect accurately
the cost of providing waste management services and to reflect actual waste generation. Waste
management charges use the following simple criteria to determine the applicable charge:
A Waste service charge is imposed on all properties to cover the actual cost of the management of
waste and charged on Rates Notice and these funds are specifically related to the management of
waste. All Kangaroo Island properties for 2014-15, the fees are: vacant land - $218 per assessment
and occupied land - $331 per assessment. The collection of more than the “standard mobile garbage
bin allocation” (1x 140-litre garbage bin and 1x 140-litre recyclable bin) means each extra bin is
charged to the property owner at the rate of $5 / bin collected.
In addition a waste disposal charge is applied at the waste facility where the fee relates to costs of
managing different waste streams and is related to the delivery vehicle size. Refer to Appendix F.
Recommendation
28.

That an alternate means of generating income be explored to provide both equity, user pays
and adequate income to offset current and future activities at the WMC including the annual
export of problem household wastes.

7.5
Motor vehicles
Currently, some cars are used for fire training prior to ocean disposal and others are delivered to the
Headstone and may or may not be burnt prior to discharge. The removal of motor vehicles is
problematic due to the size and cost relative to scrap metal value.
Sims Metal Australia visited the Island in July 2010 and identified scrap metal to the value of $180,000
at that time based on stockpiles observed at both the WMC and on private property and farms of
ferrous and nonferrous metals. The aim of the project was to export by barge, a large amount of
scrap metal and hazardous waste from the Island. The income derived would offset the expense.
Sims were proposing to import a car crusher to consolidate the cars and other metals to gain a
maximum payload on the return journey. It is strongly suggested that this option be revisited to
remove the accumulated metal on the island.
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We see the island administration has only 2 options to manage future end of life motor vehicles:
apply the Lord Howe Island “one car on one car off’ approach which is strictly enforced and places
responsibility for end of life management with the last registered owner or collect a waste levy as the
point of importation to pay for its future management. Such funds must be quarantined for this
purpose.
Recommendation
29.
30.

That the Sims Metal Australia proposal to export baled metals be reinvestigated
That ANI apply a waste import levy on all motorised transport to pay for its future end of life
management and such funds be kept separate for that activity.
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8. TREATMENT OPTIONS BY MATERIAL
The aim of this section of the report is to provide clear guidelines on preferred options and to discuss
the rationale and budgetary implications. There are a number of possible options that have been
considered with the overall objective to increase resource recovery and in so doing improve the
current environmental performance of Norfolk Island’s waste management system. Each of the
options has been considered in relation to the economic, social and environmental benefits achieved
by its implementation.
In making the recommendations contained in this section, we are mindful of the following principles:


Ecologically Sustainable Development (ESD) – the effects of decisions that we make today
have far-reaching impacts on future generations and the environment. Waste management
decisions should be based on responsible management of materials and resources to retain
and conserve their value for secondary uses. This results in the conservation of natural
resources for current and future generations.



Compliance with the Waste Management Hierarchy – the waste management hierarchy is a
nationally and internationally accepted philosophy for prioritising and guiding efforts to
manage waste.



Low risk options – government are typically risk-averse and do not operate on a commercial
basis motivated by profit, but rather providing value-for-money services to the communities
they serve. Remote locations are not suitable places to pilot new and innovative practices but
rather proven approaches with minimal operational constraints and sophistication.



Social equity –there are community and societal expectations that basic waste services will be
delivered irrespective of where people reside.



Best practice – significant research has been undertaken to determine methods that are
appropriate and fit for purpose to achieve optimum outcomes in relation to resource recovery.
Communities need to aim for continuous improvement as they move to best practice
outcomes.



Demonstrate leadership – government needs to lead the community by setting good
examples and providing services and infrastructure that will enable the community to actively
participate in meeting strategic outcomes.

8.1
Preferred waste options
Data is essential to inform good decision making. The data used in the preparation of this strategy has
been assembled from a combination of sources including the waste survey conducted at the WMC
over one week, historical records provided by staff and interviews with key waste generators and ANI
staff. Typically, a detailed waste audit is conducted as was held in 2000 where every load is assessed
by trained waste auditors and samples of garbage bags are opened for further waste composition
analysis.
Based on the indicative data analysis contained in this report and the waste hierarchy for responsible
waste management we estimate that the following process options will deal with various amount of
the current waste stream:





compost of all organics material - 68%
recycling and export - 10%
reuse on island - 7%
residual – 15%
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This approach could reduce the amount of material to be heat treated to just 15% rather than 100%
if no other actions are undertaken. Whilst this target is aspirational it provides context to what could
be possible over time with continuous improvement and the entire community engaged and
participating.
It is essential that any waste system is easy to understand as complicated systems loose participants.
People incorrectly interact with waste systems due to apathy, arrogance or ignorance. The role of
education and community engagement cannot be underestimated. Incineration has to be the last
resort not the first option for disposal.
“There is one disadvantage with any burner in that it removes incentives to re-use and recycle,
because they create the impression that the problem is solved. Incineration might deal with landfill
shortage and water table issues, but it does not deal with the depletion of resources and pollution
that has gone into making the products that have become waste in the first place”. Manfred Lenzen,
Professor of Sustainability Research University of Sydney.
Heat treatment using whatever technology, has high costs associated with its purchase, operation,
maintenance and produces an ash by-product which may contain heavy metals and requires careful
disposal. Reducing the quantity and toxicity of the ash must be a primary objective.
Chart 15: Preferred waste treatment options

The table on the following page breaks down the destination of each product assessed.
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Table 9: Estimated waste generation and proposed treatment method
The following colour code indicates the destination of each product
Compost for use on
island

Separate and use
locally or export for
recycling

Material

Tonnes
per year

Garden

1,538

Timber/wood, not
pallets

Incinerate

% by
weight

M3 per
year

% by
volume

42%

16,900

50%
11%

Separate and export
for special treatment
(hazardous)

Crush and re-use
on island

Examples of materials found in the
WMC audit

Volume to
weight
conversion
3
(kg/m )

Generation estimate from 2009
report
Large commercial truckload; doors;
4x2; boxes of timber
Estimated in litres

91
156

571

15%

3,660

Garbage bags
Metals miscellaneous

489

13%

5,621

243

7%

2,023

6%

Food waste

185

5%

541

2%

Glass

160

4%

572

2%

Scooter, roofing sheets, chairs,
bucket, frying pan, water heaters
Currently sent to pig farm est.2501000kg/ wk we used 500kg/wk
Currently separated in WMC

Cardboard/paper

126

3%

1,659

5%

Currently separated in WMC

76

Concrete/brick/tile

108

3%

130

0.4%

Low compared to 2000 audit

830

Pallets

59

2%

376

1%

21 pallets over the 5 day period

156
70

16%

87
120
343
280

Other plastics (PVC
must be removed)

35

1%

505

1%

Whitegoods

28

1%

267

1%

Chairs, tables, buckets, toys, bags of
plastic, lengths of PVC pipe
1 fridge, 3 washers

Steel cans

25

1%

286

1%

Currently separated in WMC

89

Gyprock

24

1%

107

0.3%

2 boxes

227

Textiles not reused

19

1%

21

0.1%

Pillows

910

Covered furniture

17

0.5%

104

0.3%

3 seater lounge

160

Tyres

13

0.3%

63

0.2%

24 tyres over the 5 day period

200

0.4%

Currently separated in WMC

72

0.8%

Currently separated in WMC

36
120

Plastic containers
Al cans

10
9

0.3%
0.3%

143
257

105

Car parts / motors

8

0.2%

572

1.7%

Outboard motor, shock absorber

Other

6

0.1%

64

0.2%

Suitcases, waste bin, rat bait, toilet,

87

Whitegoods other

5

0.1%

49

0.1%

stove, fan, clothes press

105

Oil

5

0.1%

6

0.02%

Cooking oil

900

Computer/TV/ewaste

4

0.1%

15

0.05%

Paints

3

0.1%

15

0.04%

TV, DVD player, printer, stereo,
answer machine, computer/ screen,
modems
In tins

Carpet/underlay

3

0.1%

26

0.1%

Large rolls of carpet

100

Polystyrene

1

0.03%

86

0.3%

Boxes, sheet, cube

14

Batteries

0.04

0.0%

0.2

0.00%

22 batteries over the 5 day period

265

Mattresses

0.0

0.0%

0.0

0.00%

None recorded during audit

50

265
227

Total
3,695
100%
34,067
100%
Note: the WMC survey was recorded by estimating volume or, count of items (eg “1 stove”. The volume of individual items
was estimated. All volumes were converted to tonnes using conversion factors.
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Chart 16: Detail of tonnes of materials in each proposed treatment method

2,500

Cardboard/paper, 126
Gyprock, 24
Pallets, 59

Food waste
185
2,000

Tonnes per year

Timber/wood, not pallets, 571

1,500

Carpet/underlay, 3

Polystyrene, 1

1,000

Other , 6

Whitegoods other, 5

Garden
1,538

Oil, 5

Covered furniture, 17

Car parts; motors, 8

Clothing, bedding, 19

Al cans, 9

500

Batteries, <1
Paints/chemicals, 3

Other plastics, 35

Computer/TV/e-waste, 4
Tyres, 13

Steel cans, 25
Whitegoods - fridge, washer, 28

Metals - miscellaneous
243

Garbage bags
489

Concrete/brick/tile
108

Glass, 160

0
Compost and use on island Separate and export for recycling

Incinerate
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Organic waste

Based on the quantity of green waste generated as reported in the The Green Waste Management
Project Final Report, March 2009 as between 300 – 350m3 of green waste per week we expect the Island
to produce around 16,900m3 (un-shredded) or 1,500 tonnes per annum plus a further 580 tonnes of
timber, 60 tonnes of pallets, 185 tonnes food from commercial premises currently collected and feed to
pigs or other stock and 126 tonnes of cardboard and paper. CCA-treated timber should not be included
in a composting system.
An organics processing operation is critical to diversion as it represents around 68% of the entire
delivered waste steam. Any system needs to be reliable, well-managed and efficient. ANI with the
support of the Australian Government purchased a Telcor Green Waste Processor and a front end loader
at the WMC where three phase power is already provided.
The administration ran a highly successful windrow compost system until the Argentine Ants infestation
was found at the WMC. Typically windrow compost systems occupy a large surface area to volume ratio
making them more prone to drying out in hot weather and becoming flooded during rain – both factors
which can significantly affect process control (which subsequently affects product quality, odour
potential, re-work and production costs). The addition of food waste can create odour issues resulting in
the need for in-vessel composting systems similar to Lord Howe Island Vertical Compost Unit (VCU), Bio
Bins used on Warraber Island or other tunnel compositing systems.
8.2.1 Mobile Aerated Floor Composting Systems
In an effort to contain costs and manage odour issues the Mobile Aerated Floor (MAF) Composting
Systems is being introduced in many rural and regional areas across Australia to enable food waste to be
processed with garden waste with no odour issues. Many councils report increased product quality with
demand exceeding supply. This proven technology significantly reduces the footprint and the
production time to deliver a composted product
The MAF Composting System manages odour risk from regular food and organic waste and is flexible
enough to be adapted to emergency situations or opportunities i.e. sludges or a whale carcass. A
‘covered aerated static pile’ protocol has been developed and this composting method has been
approved by the NSW EPA for composting of food and garden organics and complies with:
 NSW EPA (2004) Environmental guidelines: Composting and related organics processing facilities,
 NSW EPA General Exemption: The Food Waste Compost Exemption 2008,
 Australian Standard AS 4454 (2012) Composts, soil conditioners and mulches,
 UK DEFRA (2008) Guidance on the treatment in approved composting or biogas plants of animal byproducts and catering waste,
 US EPA 503 regulation requirements for processes for the destruction of pathogens, which is the
source of pasteurisation requirements in the AS4454 standard
There are operational costs savings with the MAF system due to reduced frequency of turning, lower
labour costs, fuel (energy) savings and lower maintenance costs. A hardstand area is recommended and
these costs vary greatly depending on the location, nature of the material used and size of operation. We
understand a hard stand was provided under the previous composting area. We are advised that the
costs of Norfolk for industrial concrete is $150m2. A solid impermeable base allows capture of any runoff
and stormwater given possible high nutrient load and the composting site is near the top of the
catchment. The existing pad would need to be assessed to determine suitability
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Figure 26: Hervey Bay, Queensland

The end product ideally should be screened to remove contaminants and to produce a range of sizes
suitable to the end use markets. The investment required in sorting and screening will be dependent
upon the contamination levels and the end market but costs of $30-$35/t of input material are typical.
Composting is a manufacturing process that combines science and observation so staff training is
imperative is critical. C-Wise the marketers of MAF undertake residential ‘MAF Schools’ over 3-4 days at
operating sites where future operators can work alongside experienced staff and management. Training
schools have also been conducted on client’s sites and adapted to ensure that all management and
operational staff have the opportunity to learn the theory and practice of composting.
A small amount of three phase power is required. The MAF fan units use 1.1 kW aeration fans. The
process also requires around 1000 L of water for each 1m3 of finished product. The process takes 6-8
week instead of typically 14 – 16 weeks and. Calculations for finished product based on the bulk density
of 400kg/m3 when processed .
The MAF system can process any quantity however with these lower volumes many of the fixed costs are
the same as a larger systems and therefore the unit cost of production goes up. However, the MAF
solution is more cost effective than other systems and the solution is robust, reliable, easy to maintain
and easy to operate and in our opinion suitable for Norfolk Island.
Table 10: MAF Compost system indicative budget
Activity
Telcor Green Waste Processor - mechanical overhaul
Trommel and screen
Front end loader – lease or hired
Site design, equipment, commissioning and training
Power supply
Water supply
Existing pad to be assessed
Total

Indicative Costs
TBA
$150,000
TBA
$350,000
TBA
TBA
TBA
$500,000 +++

Leasing equipment is an option and reduces up front capital required if funds are constrained. In
summary the composting program is a cornerstone to waste diversion and requires appropriate
infrastructure and a system that will process all organic wastes with minimal risk of odour or leachate
production. The MAF system is proven and allows for the maximum amount of process flexibility.
It is strongly suggested that a presentative of Cwise be invited to undertake a scoping visit to the island
to review the current situation and to prepare a fully costed proposal and timeline. In discussions with
Cwise in relation to the Argentine Ant infestation it is considered that this issue can be addressed and
managed in the interim until eradication is undertaken.
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Contact: Andy Gulliver, Principal, Cwise andy.gulliver@cwise.com.au
T 0895819582 F 0895819585 W www.cwise.com.au
8.2.2 BiobiNs
The BiobiN, enables the processing of food, paper and garden waste in an in-vessel system with
effective odour and pathogen management to produce a compost product. The BiobiN was developed
in the late 1990s by BiobiN Technologies Pty Ltd to initially manage mortalities for chicken industry
leader Inghams Chickens but expanded its use into organic waste management in a diverse range of
situations including hospitality, mining, retail food outlets, food manufacturing, wineries, wildlife parks,
etc.
This unit is ideal for Norfolk island as it was on Warraber Island as it provides a simple cost effective fully
enclosed compost option with low power requirement and footprint to enable processing of all food
waste without any odour issues. By using a number of units adequately deal with the quantity of
material generated on the Island. Based on generation rates on Norfolk Island of approximately 180
tonnes of food waste per year or 3460kgs per week, 6 x 4.5 m3 BiobiN would be required. The stainlesssteel bins measure 2.6 metres long x 1.6 metres high x 1.5 metres wide and each weighs 600 kg. Units
include a built-in blower unit.
The unit is a fully sealed and enclosed 4.5 m3 bulk stainless steel bin into which food waste mixed with
other organic waste – shredded cardboard and chipped garden waste is layered. The bulk bin is provided
with a fan or blower for aeration forcing air through the sealed and fully enclosed bin to accelerate the
de-composition process of composting. A bio-filter containing organic compost and woody material is
provided for extracting odours. The enclosed unit eliminates odour and contains any leachate formed.
The fully enclosed nature of the bin is a great lower cost - energy cost varies and is approximately $1.00
a week has a low footprint.
The organic waste is deposited into the BiobiN in layers – food, shredded cardboard and wood mulch.
The cardboard and chip can be loaded by front end loader bucket into the unit and a bin lifter would be
used to empty wheelie bins of food waste. Inputs of organics and carbonous materials (paper,
cardboard, woodchips, sawdust etc) help to balance the “carbon: nitrogen” ratio and increases the
breakdown rate. BiobiNs can take any organic waste. After loading the BiobiN lids are closed and
aeration pipes in the bottom of the BiobiN force air through the waste, air is extracted from the top of
the BiobiN into the biofiltration unit where the condenser collects water and the air is filtered through a
natural filter system (woodchips and mulch), the filtered air is then blown back through the aeration
pipes in the bottom of the BiobiN and the process starts again. The aeration enables oxidation and
speeds up the composting process whilst increasing temperature and reducing bacteria and odour
levels.
The BiobiN continually reduces as material breaks down and when no further reduction the next bin is
started so they are rotated and when the final bin is full the first one is ready to be emptied and the
compost needs maturing prior to use.

Figure 27: BiobiN
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All types of raw and cooked food are processed

The biobiN showing settling after filling.

Taking temperarture of bin weekly

Taking temperature with probe therometer

What actually happens in a BiobiN - Organic waste (food and green waste) commences decomposition
just like a garden compost system, the organic waste goes through various phases of breakdown. The
BiobiN aeration system forces air through the waste, enabling and balancing the heat build-up from
oxidation, and driving decomposition. Adequate oxygenation reduces or completely removes odours
and bacteria. Essentially the BiobiN provides a balanced environmental condition, enabling principally
thermophilic organisms to utilise oxygen to initiate the decomposition process.
Figure 28: Bank of BiobiNs at Warraber Island

A bank of 4 BiobiNs at Warraber island connected to external blower and biofilter.
Training - Initial 5 days on-site installation, 6-week post-installation follow-up and a 12-week postinstallation follow-up plus ongoing phone support.
Reference sites include - 70+ chicken producers, nationally, Defence sites in the ACT and NSW,
hospitality, shopping centres, food manufacturers - Arnott biscuit factory, supermarkets – Coles, Mining
sites - Kimberley Nickel, WA, and Warraber Island – Torres Strait
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Supplier: BiobiN Technologies Pty Ltd - John Hogarth, Commercial Manager, Email: John@biobin.net Ph:
61 8 8556-5295 Mobile: 61 407 788 028
Bin emptying: To empty the bin either a pulley system or rotating head fitted to the existing forklift
subject to weight constraints - the forklift needs four tonnes lifting capacity. A bin-lifter will be used to
empty the food waste wheelie bins into the BiobiNs. Bin-lifters can operate by mains or battery power.
An example of a suitable model is a Lifta model 500 ER
Specifications: Maximum safe working load of 50 kilograms , dimensions - 1,000 mm long x 880 mm
wide and 1,465 mm high, maximum swing height is 2,950 mm, 13 second lift time and nine seconds’
return time, weights 110 kilograms, battery-operated and mains power, stabilising bracket and wheel
brake, lockable to prevent unauthorised use, accepts all wheelie bin sizes.
Supplier: E. P. Draffin MFG Pty Ltd, Victoria, contact David on (03) 9720 1033.
Figure 29: Bin lifter to load BiobiN

Table 11: BiobiN Budget
Item
6 x 4.5m stainless steel BiobiNs with spare parts
Temperature probe (probe, battery and back-up battery)
Bin lifter
Freight
TOTAL
Optional pulley system

Cost
$150,000
$3,000
$7,500
unknown
$153,000
$10,000

8.2.3 Food waste
A waste management community survey conducted in 2008 to inform the Norfolk Island Waste and
Resource Recovery Education Strategic Plan 2008 – 13 undertook a survey in 2008 which found 17% of
respondents delivered food waste to the WMC. The 2015 waste survey found that approximately 180
tonnes of food waste is discarded each year including food waste from many commercial food premises
who have informal arrangements with some residents to collect food waste for animals.
On mainland Australia the feeding of “swill” - food scraps or food waste that contains or has come into
contact with meat or meat products has been banned and it is illegal to feed it to pigs in all states and
territories as swill can carry exotic diseases that could devastate livestock and that are that are not
found in Australian livestock ie Foot-and-Mouth Disease. Feeding food scraps, bakery waste, restaurant
waste and untreated used cooking oils is also not allowed to be feed to all pigs including pet pigs and
pigs kept on your property for your own consumption.
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On both Warraber Island and Lord Howe Island food waste recovery programs have been established
where each household is provided with 20 litre bucket and lid. The retail price per bucket is around
$19.95, with a trade price $11.85 subject to place of purchase and discounts for quantity.
This buckets does not require the use of compostable bags (no bags are used at all) however regular
washing to prevent a build-up of organic material which may become odorous. A bin washing program
was provided at both islands however this has been stopped at Lord Howe and buckets are now emptied
into small wheelie bins.
The provision of a kitchen container has been shown repeatedly in trials conducted nationally to
encourage greater source separation. The biggest objections people have are that sealed units smell,
vinegar flies proliferate and the washing out of the container is unpleasant.
To overcome these issues, a number of purpose designed and manufactured bins are now on the market
aimed at assisting councils to encourage their communities to separate food scraps in the kitchen. Biobaskets are most common in the marketplace and are designed to allow air movement to prevent
odours being generated. The bio-baskets are lined with a cornstarch bag that, when full, is placed into
another receptacle (ie. 20L food bucket).
All households at Warraber Island and all tourist units at Lord Howe Island (LHI) are provided with a small
aerated kitchen bin, known as the Max Air Bin. There are numerous brands on the market. The LHI Board
encourage every accommodation proprietor with self-contained apartments to utilise this system to
maximise food recovery and offers the same system to householders. Rolls of fully compostable bags are
provided.
Current indicative costs are: kitchen Bins. $5.00 + GST
Contact: Neil Thomson, Director, BioBag Australasia, Level 12, 37 Bligh Street, Sydney NSW 2000.
Mobile: 0415 939 521, Phone: (02) 8257 3338, Web: http://www.biobaganz.com
Figure 30: Food waste receptacles

Aerated kitchen benchtop bins

20 litre bucket available

It is strongly suggested that a sticker be printed to encourage correct. These should be printed on high
quality paper to enable longevity due to the wiping down of bio-baskets. The following small poster/flyer
has been used as a fridge magnet for accommodation premises and households or as a wall poster in
restaurants.
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Figure 31: Education initiatives

Bin and bucket washer

Bio-basket lid sticker sample

Sample fridge magnet

Table 12: Food waste budget
Item
? 20 litre buckets
? kitchen caddies
? Compostable bag liners
Education resources
Wheelie bins at WMC to receive food waste
Optional - Bin exchange bin washer

Cost
TBA
TBA
TBA
$8,000
TBA
TBA

Recommendations
31.

32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

A Biobin system be introduced to enable the co-composting of food, cardboard and garden /
green waste in an enclosed vessel thus eliminating the risks of odour generation or implement
the MAF composting system as a priority in consultation with the Argentine Ant eradication
initiative to enable treatment of the organic waste stream
Ensure that the BiobiNs can be emptied by use of a rotating head on the existing forklift or
allocate funds to purchase a rotating head or pulley system
That a trommel and screen be acquired to enable marketing of a soil conditioner and mulch
product thus enabling maximum return on investment.
Introduce a food waste service to the commercial and domestic households.
Consult with and encourage the tourism sector to purchase kitchen benchtops and compostable
bags or all tourist accommodation facilities
Consult with the community and commercial premises to determine the number of 20l buckets
required for the storage and delivery of food waste
Purchase a bin lifter to empty the food waste wheelie bins into the bio bins.
Investigate the need for a bin washer
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8.3
Recycling
Patrons are currently requested to separate glass, plastics, aluminium and steel cans. This is termed
‘source separation’ and staff then bale or crush these items for local use or export. Currently only
aluminium cans are baled and exported with plastics and steel cans burnt. Glass was crushed but due to
Argentine Ant infestation at the WMC and the labour intensive nature of the operation this practice has
ceased. Crushed glass was used extensively by the community as an aggregate replacement for
driveways and drainage.
Typically, in communities which deliver materials the number of streams can become challenging:
1. cardboard and paper, food waste for organics processing,
2. problem household wastes for export
3. glass for reuse
4. general waste
5. aluminium and steel cans, expanded range of plastics packaging
To improve efficiencies, reduce labour and improve diversion a number of equipment providers
specialise in sorting line installations for rural and isolated areas
 Australian Bale Press, Daniel Waddington, daniel@ausbale.com, 61 414 900 903
 Commercial and Industrial Construction, Graeme Byrne, c.i.serv@bigpond.net.au 61 418 448
626
 Gunnedah Industries, info@gunnedahindustries.com.au 61 2 6742 2312
 Waste Initiatives - Freecall: 1800 44 11 00 craig@wasteinitiatives.com
In discussions with Australian Bale Press we have provided two options for consideration. APC has
worked with this supplier on numerous other installations and they are familiar with the challenges of
remote islands and design and construct fit for purpose equipment and processes. Recent installations
include Hamilton Island and Lord Howe Island upgrades. All project pricing would be confirmed once a
site visit has been carried out to finalise the scope of the plant and equipment. Alternate pricing for
components maybe possible with different configurations but this will be discussed at a future site visit.
In addition, a larger baler like the shredder could be considered which will also bale metals for export.
8.3.1 Automatic baling process
An alternate system to the current and to allow for baling of a greater number of products seamlessly is
to provide an automatic process so that once each bunker rather than large wheelie bin is filled by the
patrons the pneumatic doors control material outlet flow to the automatic baling system. The system
would work in this way:
 patrons drop off source separated materials into sorting chutes directly feeding into bunker holding
conveyors.
 Bunker conveyors fill and creep forward as required to create one full charge of material to produce
a complete bale.
 A new HB55-MT High Density Baling Machine will bale all materials to produce maximised payload
weights.
 Transfer conveyors to the baler provide ability to quality control material for potential cross
contamination prior to baling.
Refer to drawing in Appendix G.
8.3.2 Recycling sorting lines
An alternative to delivering each material individually ie plastics, steel cans, aluminium cans is to
combine these and deliver a ‘co-mingled’ stream which has become the norm in Australia and New
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Zealand and sorting post collection is undertaken. This mixed recycling stream must then be separated
by staff at the WMC. Where possible glass should be kept separate.
Given the configuration of the drop off area at the WMC where patrons use chutes to place items there
are two options to improve efficiencies and product recovery post-delivery. Both options will change
work practices, reduce the need to the 1000 litre bins and integrate the sorting and baling operation.
Option requires staff to manually sort material delivered and option 2 is entirely automatics and relies on
seek to provide an efficient and cost effective recovery system that integrates with current infrastructure
and recycling methodology in place.
Option 1 – Mini sorting line
Install a single mini-sorting system for manual sorting of recyclables. Target material would be mixed
plastics, steel and aluminium cans. glass would pass through the system into a bunker for crushing.
Equipment Package: Loading conveyor, incline conveyor, sorting conveyor, sorting platform, installation
and control system. This is very similar to the system in place at Lord Howe Island where staff undertake
a positive sort of the selected material. See images below:
Figure 32: Lord Howe Island mini sorting line and baler

Bin lifter and Hooper

Elevated conveyor belt and sort chutes

Horizontal baler at Lord Howe

Baled mixed plastics awaiting export

Budget: Supply of a turnkey system is approx. $125,000.00. A new HB55-MT High Density Baling Machine
will bale all materials to produce maximised payload weights for transport and handling logistics
efficiency.
Contact: Australian Bale Press Company, Daniel Waddington, Managing Director,
phone 612 43538688 Email:daniel@ausbale.com.
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Table 13: Recycling upgrade - indicative pricing
Item
Option A – Mini sorting line – comingled with magnetic head
Option B – source separation with automatic baling system 5 main
Bunker Conveyors with Pneumatic doors to control material outlet flow
with gross feed conveyor, baler infeed conveyor and integrated
electrical control system
Design and Drafting Detail
Freight and Handling
Installation and Commissioning
Travel and Accommodation
Baler multi- purpose baling machine for residual waste and recyclables
Total

Cost
$100,000
$200,000

$10,000
TBD
$30,000
$10,000
$200,000
$350,000 -450.000

Recommendations
39.

40.

That a site visit be arranged with Australian Bale Press to explore the options to maximise
efficiencies at least cost and to determine the most appropriate system taking into
consideration the site conditions, quantity and composition of the delivered materials, staffing
and budget constraints.
A multipurpose baler be purchased to bale all recyclables, residual waste and metals for export

8.3.3 Glass
The Island generates approximately 160 tonnes of glass and WMC staff have been operating a glass
crusher manufactured in US Glass Aggregates. Glass is separated by the community and then manually
loaded due to the incorrect sizing of the machine it requires one person to be in attendance at all times
which is inefficient. The crushed glass has been used as aggregate replacement. Apparently the
Argentine Ants are attracted to the sugars in the used beverage containers. These two factors couple
with mechanical failure for over three months last year has seen the glass crushing cease.
For drainage applications such as retaining wall backfill and drains, the permeability of minus 7mm cullet
material is about the same as that of natural sand and the permeability of the minus 20mm cullet
material is about the same as that of natural gravel. Therefore, fill material made of 100% cullet could be
used for the construction of drainage facilities and to displace virgin aggregates in these applications.
Given the price of aggregate and sand crushed glass had a number or secondary uses and application on
the Island. Processed and clean glass has a wide application as a water filtration medium.
In NSW the EPA, former NSW Roads and Traffic Authority (RTA) and Boral, have undertaken trials with
impressive results in road construction. The Recycled Glass Sand specification developed for use by local
and state authorities and others responsible for the procurement of materials, and the construction of
paving and roads, and provides a common standard for use in Australia. Lord Howe Island use there
crushed glass as a filter medium in implementing the Waste Water Treatment Strategy which promotes
reed beds for effluent treatment and each reed bed can take approximately 12m3 of glass fines.
Glass crushers minimise the volume of glass bottles and the end product is termed ‘cullet’. Glass
pulverisers suited for remote areas where recycling back into bottles is not economical crush the glass
into gravel or sand size pieces so that the material can be used in construction projects with no sharp
edges. A variety of different pulverisers and mills are used and no single piece of equipment suits all
applications. There are pulverising, crushing and milling equipment but none manufactured in Australia.
Glass is very abrasive and glass machinery requires high levels of maintenance. Care should be taken
when calculating wear during glass processing on a tonnage basis, as wear tends to occur on a time basis
rather than a volume basis.
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The glass crusher should be integrated into the end of the sorting line with the glass remaining on the
belt glass is top-fed above a central rotor. The rotor is horizontally orientated and has a continuous
breaker bar attached to it, which propels the glass against one or more aprons. The unit is lined with
replaceable liners and the product is discharged directly out the end through a trommel for size
separation. Typically, the trommel screen sizes are 0-3mm or 3-10mm, and waste is discharged at the
end directly into ‘bulka’ bags or bunker for sale.
Figure 33: Suggested glass sizes

3-10mm

0-3mm

The Andela Glass Pulveriser - is specifically designed to deal with post- consumer glass product, steel
and plastic caps, straws and labels typical of recycling. The unit accepts all kinds of glass and pulverises it
into an aggregate, the consistency of sand and fine gravel. These units have been successfully installed at
the end of MRF conveyors, typically located outside to minimise the abrasive nature of the dust
emanating from the process, and are used to crush the glass fines to a consistent size. This machine
processes LHI’s 100 tonnes per year. The Andela GP-05 is recommended as it is a 1T/hr machine with a
two-stage trommel producing 6-3mm and 3-0mm product, with re-run of oversize product. The out-feed
material would then come off in three types: 0-3mm, 3-6mm and 6mm plus. Material below 6mm will
have no retained paper, is relatively cubic, does not compact and drains very well.
It is important to feed the machine at a fast rate and consistently to get good life from the wear parts.
Operating costs to produce a 6mm aggregate max are probably $12/T not including capital or site costs.
Consumables and maintenance of hammer and liners are $2,000 each and need to be replaced at every
80 tonne through-put. The projected cost of consumables are about $10 per hour, however, based on
the very small quantities of glass being processed it is likely to be substantially more as the machines
work best with higher feed.
Suggested new glass processing system:
 Glass is received by public drop off as is current practice.
 A receival Hopper is located under the Drop off Chute.
 Glass is then periodically transferred by conveyor into an Andella Pulveriser.
 Glass is then screened via a trommel with oversize items to waste such as caps, lids and tops.
 The glass aggregate as to be loaded into a small working plant to remove leachate, sugar and
impurities for use on the Island as a sand supplement and drainage aggregate.
 A key feature of the Andella is its capacity to process 1 ton per hour without jamming, blocking or
bridging.
Ideally, it is important to have an immediate use for crushed glass, as its storage in open stockpiles can
cause issues including:
 Testing of run-off of storm water leaching from some glass stockpiles indicates a very high
pollutant load (BOD5 of 2,630mg/L and nitrogen at 110mg/L), well in excess of the levels allowable
for discharge to freshwater;
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The organic residues in the glass can emit an odour;
Birds may feed on the organic residues within the glass; and
These organics are likely to attract other vermin and vectors.

An alternative is to wash the glass to reduce these impacts the benefits of which are:
 Dramatically removes the odour of stale beer and wine in glass bottles.
 Removes the black water leachate that creates a foul odour and attracts vermin.
 Washed glass can be handled in multiple applications cleanly and safely.
 Removed sugar from the glass will remove the ant problem currently experienced on the island.
Residual water from washing glass can be used in the compost process, so as not to create further
environmental issues.
Table 14: Glass budget
Item
Glass Receival Hopper
Glass Hopper Vibratory Feeder
Incline Conveyor to Pulveriser
nd
2 hand Andella Pulveriser with Integrated Screening Trommel
Total
Optional:
Glass Washing System and Orgor

Cost
$ 10,000
$ 5,000
$ 15,000
$ 65,000
$95,000
$105,000.00

Recommendation
41. The glass system be upgraded to a second hand unit Andela glass hammer mill and screening

trommel that will overcome the existing blockages and jamming at a cost of approximately
$100,000.
8.3.2 Biosecurity issues
The recovery of used packaging including plastics, aluminium cans, steel cans as well as more problem
and household hazardous materials including chemicals, paints, oils, gas bottles, fire extinguishers,
smoke detectors, toner cartridges and fluorescent bulbs and E waste – computers and TV’s all
necessitates the export to the mainland of NZ or Australia for reprocessing and with that a risk to
biosecurity. As recyclables and other waste stream are periodically exported it is assumed that
documented protocols are in place in relation to biosecurity.
Recommendation
42.

That documented protocols are established for the export of all materials to be compliant with
transport and trans-movement of materials between jurisdictions.

8.4
Advanced Waste Treatment
Advanced Waste Technology (AWT) is the generic term used for waste and resource recovery operations
that are deemed to be an “alternative” to disposal of wastes to the marine environment on Norfolk
Island or landfill on the mainland. However, this is not entirely the case as AWTs can assist with diversion
of waste but there will always be a by-product that requires disposal and not all wastes can be
processed. AWT can be used to deal with the residual materials, to greatly reduce volume and create a
stabilised material that must be managed. Ash a by-product of the process contains a range of heavy
metals including potentially lead, acids, nickel, chromium and must be carefully managed.
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All treatment technology have some risks associated with the technology which is heavily influenced by
the quality and type of feed stock which requires processing. The greatest risk is in the emissions profile.
In our opinion insufficient information is known about the feedstock and waste profile to make an
informed decision. Typically, planning and environmental legislation prohibits the incineration of
hazardous waste containing high volatile organic compounds (VOC’s).
The applicability of the technologies to various waste streams is outlined below:

Gasification
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Glass





Metals

Mixed Packaging

Hard fill
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Organic





 
 
 

Car Bodies
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Bulk Waste
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Plastic



Cardboard Paper

Incineration

Construction
Demolition

Technology

Commercial
Industrial

Mixed Domestic

Table 15: Treatment options and waste material

No

No

No

No

No

No

* Pre-treatment or screening would be required prior to application of the technology
AWT’s can significantly reduce volume of material requiring disposal as is shown below:

Table 16: Waste output requiring disposal
Technology
Incineration
Pyrolysis
Gasification

8.4.1

Quantity still requiring landfill %
<10%
<5%
<5%

Incineration

Incineration is the controlled combustion of waste and may include energy recovery. When waste is
combusted heat is released which can be captured and used to generate electricity, heat, steam or hot
water; this process is commonly referred to as Energy from Waste (EfW). The combustion of waste can
significantly reduce the volume of waste by up to 90% and reduces the hazardousness of waste. The use
of EfW incineration technology is common place in many areas within the Asia Pacific region, North
America and in Europe. There are a number of plants operating in Australia on a small scale and
predominantly treat hazardous and clinical wastes. There are currently no incineration plants treating
municipal waste in Australia.
Inputs - Incineration can treat a wide range of waste types while large-scale plants can treat unsorted
waste, many small-scale plants are specifically designed to take a relatively homogenous, pre- screened
and pre-processed feedstock.
Process - Waste is delivered to the site where it is mixed to ensure the feed stock has a similar calorific
mix. The mixed material is then deposited into the furnace where it is burned. Small-scale plants
sometimes require additional fuels sources to assist with the incineration process. There are several
different furnace designs in the market place and these fall in to the following broad areas; oscillation,
rotation, grate system and fluidised beds, each design aims to maximise the combustion of the material.
The material which is unburnt is commonly referred to as bottom ash. Any ferrous metals can be
removed and the remaining ash requires disposal.
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Outputs - The combustion of waste materials creates heat and gases which can be captured and
transformed into electricity. The gases which are emitted during the process will require intensive
cleaning prior to release to the environment. The emission control systems in modern incineration
plants are highly sophisticated and manage emissions to world best practice levels. The filtering process
of the gases produces residue materials which requires disposal to specialist hazardous landfill sites.
Ash must be disposed of either in civil construction works or to landfill. The process also produces
quantities of waste water which will also require treatment via sewage treatment infrastructure.
8.4.2

Pyrolysis

Pyrolysis is the controlled combustion of waste in the complete or partial absence of oxygen at
temperatures between 400ºC and 800ºC. It reduces the volume of waste by approximately 90%, and
produces gas for energy generation. Pyrolysis is a relatively new technology for the treatment of
Municipal Waste. There are currently no commercially operating Pyrolysis plants in Australia currently
treating mixed waste. There are several fully operational plants in Japan and smaller scale operational
plants in Europe. Pyrolysis can be combined with a range of other waste treatment technologies.
Inputs - Pyrolysis can treat all waste types including commercial and industrial waste, and medical
waste.
Process - Waste is delivered to the site where it is pre-treated to remove non-combustibles such as glass
and metal, remove excess moisture. The waste material is also often shredded to create a homogenised
product. The material will then be fed into the Pyrolysis reactor where it is combusted, or "pyrolysed".
The residue, or char, from the process can then be screened to remove any ferrous metals from the ash
for recycling.
Outputs - The combustion process also produces a syngas which can be refined to remove
contaminates. This refined gas is highly combustible. Ash must be disposed of either in civil construction
works or to landfill.
8.4.3 Gasification
Gasification is a process which treats waste in a low-oxygen atmosphere which avoids the direct
combustion of the waste materials. In essence gasification is the controlled combustion of waste to
temperatures of up to 1400oC. The heating of materials to this level produces a synthetic gas which is
known as syngas. Syngas can be captured and then be used to generate heat or electricity. The use of
Gasification to treat waste can significantly reduce the volume of waste with some facilities able to
reduce the volumes up to 90%.
The use of Gasification technology in Australia has been relatively limited for the treatment of Municipal
Waste. There are currently no gasification plants treating municipal waste in Australia.
Inputs - Gasification can treat MSW and other waste types including commercial and industrial waste,
and clinical waste.
Process - Waste is pre-treated to remove non-combustibles such as glass, metals and other
contaminates, the process also aims to remove excess moisture. The screened materials can then be
shredded to produce a product which is a homogenised size. These homogenised materials are then
delivered into the Gasification reactor where it is burnt (in a low-oxygen environment). Gasification
plants are able to operate at less than 100% of capacity and do not need to run 100% of the time, as
start-up periods are relatively short, so there is flexibility when there is a decline in waste availability.
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There will be a proportion of materials which is classed as residue, it is also known as bottom ash. This
bottom ash or non-organic fraction of the waste is stabilised and can be put through a process where
magnets remove any remaining ferrous metals from the ash for recycling. Ash must be disposed of
either in civil construction works or to landfill.
Outputs - syngas gas can be harvested and used to generate heat or electricity, or can be refined, using
additional cleaning processes to produce a higher quality gas which can be used for combustion.
8.4.4 AWT Implementation
This section aims to inform the reader as the complexity of this component of the strategy. AWT’s are a
specialist area of waste management and require specific and detailed knowledge. APC contacted HRL
Technology (HRLT) part of HRL Limited, a specialist provider of engineering, consulting and testing
services with experience in high temperature, high pressure applications and technologically innovative
solutions. HRLT own and operate a NATA accredited $10M laboratory with unique expertise and
capabilities in the analysis of wastes and biomass critical to inform good decision making.
The information below covers a high level scope suggestion for the implementation of an AWT facility
with an emissions control system at Norfolk Island. HRL Technology propose a four stage project plan:
 Stage 1 – Feasibility Study
 Stage 2 – Detailed Design
 Stage 3 – Procurement and Installation
 Stage 4 – Commissioning and Training
Following a staged approach minimises risk and cost for project development and ensuring that the
most appropriate technology solution is identified and developed through to implementation.
Stage 1 - Feasibility study - gather and confirm project related information to facilitate development of
a project outline, system design and detailed cost estimates. Project information would be obtained
through:
 site visit - discuss the project and outlines the overall project plan and under initial site
assessment

site investigation - assess potential sites - space, site layout, available services (power, water,
gas), site access, proximity to residential areas, other special considerations to input into stage
2 detailed design and operating guidelines for the facility.

review of existing data, information – any waste audit data

fuel and combustion assessment
 the volumes of waste, the properties of the waste and the behaviour of the waste when
incinerated (including emissions, ash constituents, energy released).
 sampling and analysis of the waste streams. The analysis work would include;
o Determining variability in waste properties and supply;
o Fuel characteristics including calorific value;
o Elemental analysis for emissions estimations,
o Ash behaviour of the waste streams, and
o Ash characterisation and disposal options
 current volumes of waste and future volumes of waste (based on expected population,
commercial, industrial or tourism growth) assessed to ensure the system can
accommodate future changes in the volumes and types of wastes.
 The analysis and volumes of the wastes determine the likely emissions profiles and need to
be compared to regulatory requirements and informs the selection of an emissions control
system.

investigation the potential outputs - power, or heat in the form of hot water, steam or hot air
to sites on the island
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operations review - potential operating times as intermittent operation influences system
cost, emissions, auxiliary fuel consumed, services required, staffing levels, local skills and
resources available for operation and maintenance of the facility, training or special skill
required. Due to the remote location, minimising regular or complex maintenance tasks is
preferred. The availability and types of fuel for start-up, operation and auxiliary operation will
need to be reviewed, as will the delivery times for replacement components, equipment and
consumables. Disposal of the ash is a crucial aspect for the cost, operation and environmental
management and disposal off the island may need to be considered.
system selection and preliminary design - review of the available systems and technologies
that have the potential to meet the requirements for Norfolk Island. A preliminary design and
basic specifications prepared and preliminary capital costs determined. This preliminary design
would be expanded in Stage 2 to produce the process flow diagrams, final equipment
specifications, major flow streams and boundary conditions.
preliminary cost estimation – (to +/- 30%) using costs from previous projects supplemented
with budget pricing sought from equipment suppliers. Allowances for factors such as electrical,
instrumentation, piping, civil works, buildings, installation and plant location should be made
to allow estimation of the total plant capital cost. Operating and maintenance costs will also
be estimated

Stage 2 – detailed design - covers the detailed design of the selected system including:
 All process design refinement and reporting,
 Identify battery limits, tie-in points and required services (eg. power, water, gas)
 Mechanical design,
 Equipment selection,
 Preparation equipment List, including specifications for all components,
 Civil design (including any soil surveys, earthworks, etc),
 Confirmation of facility emissions based on the design,
 Development of operation and control philosophy,
 Necessary arrangement and installation drawings, and
 Documentation including O&M manuals.
 accurate costing (+/- 10%) for procurement and installation of the entire system
Stage 3 – Procurement and Installation - all development, environmental and other regulatory
approvals for the facility, sourcing, procurement and installation of all equipment, provision of all
labour, resources and equipment required to implement the facility. Items t may include;
 Surveying and drafting services,
 Earthworks on site,
 Appropriate construction materials delivered to the island,
 Construction labour,
 Waste storage area,
 Waste handling equipment,
 Waste incinerator,
 Auxiliary firing system for the incinerator,
 Ash handling system, including bins for temporary storage of ash on site,
 Emissions control systems,
 Emissions monitoring system, and
 Any systems to provide power or heat to the community if specified in the design.
Installation work would cover the complete implementation of the system ready for operation and
commissioning. The installation would require representation on site to supervise the installation work,
track and control progress, maintain and compile documentation, advise on technical issues and ensure
successful delivery of the project on time and to a high level of quality.
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Stage 4 – commissioning and training - start-up and commissioning of the installed system, including
training of necessary staff on the operation and maintenance of the facility including;
 Safety checks,
 Component checks,
 Sequence checks,
 Setup of control components and system,
 Observation of first firing of the incinerator and associated activities,
 Emissions measurements,
 Observation of the Practical Completion Testing, and
 Short reliability tests.
Confirm the operation of the facility meets the original specifications, particularly including the
emissions and environmental requirements and handover of operation and maintenance manuals for
the systems provided, training session for the relevant staff, which may include operators, maintainers,
administration staff, management and engineers.
Indicative Timeline - An indicative project timeline below provides indicative durations for each project
component. The schedule is a guide only as actual durations will depend on the specific scope of each
task, and the lead times of equipment and other resources. Please note that while the tasks are shown
to be completed back to back, there will likely be delay period between each task for review of
information and to gain the necessary approvals to progress the proposals.
Table 17: AWT Timeline
Task

Estimated
Duration

Project Month
1

1
2

3
4

Feasibility
Study
Detailed
Design
Procurement
and
Installation
Commissioning
and Training

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

2 months
3 months
12
months
2 months

Budget - The table below provides indicative budget costs for each project component listed above. It
should be noted that the suggested scope and costing has been developed based on limited project
information, without direct correspondence with the key project stakeholders and for the specific
solution of a waste incineration facility with an emissions control system. HRLT would welcome the
opportunity for a project discussion with project stakeholders to confirm the project requirements and
deliverables and thus allow a tailored project scope and budget to be developedIt should be noted that
the costs below are approximate and preliminary only, and will change according to the volumes of
wastes, types of wastes, and the specific scope and requirements for each section.
It is advisable that a cost contingency is used when budgeting for this project due to the remote location
of the site, and undefined scope at this point in time. The first stage, the feasibility study, is
recommended to be completed as soon as practical as this section will help define the design scope, the
system parameters, system type and therefore provide a more accurate cost for the system.
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Table 18: Indicative AWT budget
Item #
1
2
3
4

Activity
Feasibility Study
Detailed Design
Procurement and Installation
Commissioning and Training
Total Estimated Budget (+/- 50%)

Price $AUD
$150,000
$250,000
$3,500,000
$100,000
$4,000,000

Risk profile
Key weaknesses identified in the AWT option include:
 AWT solutions are expensive - $4M
 Dealing with 15% of the waste stream
 Lack of local skills and expertise in operating AWT
 Lack of maintenance expertise for AWT
 Insufficient waste composition data for planning
 Correct equipment selection and installation essential
 Ash will require special disposal due heavy metal contamination
 Community objections due to fear of emissions profile
 Long lead time minimum 24 months
 There are no AWT facilities processing mixed waste in Australia at this time.
8.5
Baling and export residual waste
An alternative approach to deal with the 15% residual is to shred, bale and export the residual waste.
This presents a much lower risk profile for the entire community. We suggest maximising payload that
all waste is pre-shredded. We recommended a new multipurpose baler under the recycling section that
can densify recyclables, mixed waste and metals to gain transport economics.
A multipurpose baler can produce bales 1100mm x 1100mm x 1500mm to fit shipping containers but can
also bale smaller size for the recyclables. Lord Howe Island currently bales and exports its waste as
shown below.
Figure 34: Lord Howe Island baler and bales

Hydrapak horizontal baler

Baled residual waste
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The only perceived risk of this method of treatment is the lack of control over freight and waste disposal
fees over time and the need to find a willing host community. APC negotiated with two mainland
communities to receive waste from Lord Howe Island. Approvals and permits for the trans-shipment of
waste maybe required. We have not explored these requirements nor any costs involved.
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Figure 35: Islands that bale and export general waste

Lord Howe
Island

No landfil on Island ,
86% diversion with
remaing waste baled
and exported each
fortnight

Guernsey,
Channel
Islands, UK

The island's landfill
is almost full, so
they are switching
to baling and
exporting all waste

12,000 tonnes per
year baled and
exported to
Netherlands for
refuse-derived fuel

Baler and conveyor
designed by
Middleton
Engineering, UK

Oahu,
Hawaii

Incinerates waste,
resdual waste not
incinerated is
baled for export to
mainland USA, as
limited landfill

Waste was
shredded,
compressed and
bales, wrapped in
eight layers of thick
plastic sheets

Approval for the
landfilling on
mainland blocked
in court by the
Indian tribe who
own the landfill

Baling since 2000
Waste is not
shredded prior to
baling

Figure 36: Images of baled and wrapped general waste

Waste is baled prior to transfer to Ulebury Balefill in
Adelaide

Baled garbage on Oahu, Hawaii, awaiting
export to mainland

Figure 37 Landfills that receive baled waste

Adelaide,
South
Australia

Intergated Waste
Services Balefill
Landfill @ Dublin

Envirobale
technology

Waste is baled in a
polypropylene bag
at transfer station
and transported to
the landfill

Adelaide,
South
Australia

Uleybury Balefill
landfill in Northern
Adelaide

Receives domestics
and commercial
waste from Gawler,
Playford and
Salisbury Councils

75,000 tonnes per
year is baled and
transported to the
landfill
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SWOT and COST BENEFIT ANALYSIS

The Waste Management Strategy contained in this report presents an integrated approach to dealing
with waste management issues on Norfolk Island. The ‘do nothing’ option is not an option. Waste
management is an essential service and must be treated as such. Some progress has been made with
the construction of WMC and the consolidation for export of a diverse range of problematic wastes
however the very nature of a remote location presents unique challenges
9.1 SWOT analysis
This SWOT analysis of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats seeks to document some of
the key issues of the preferred approach outlined in this report.
Table 19: SWOT analysis
Strengths
Reduction in ocean
dumping, reducing
environmental impact
and risk of litigation
High level of interest and
willingness in community
to improve practices
Rebuilds community
confidence in govt.

Oversight by community
committee with working
groups
Re-introduction of
compost program to
improve soil health
Extend the range of
materials to be recovered
-greater recovery of
resources
Opportunity to improve
WMC efficiencies
Promotes reduce, reuse
and recycle mantra
Reopen WMC on Sunday
& Monday
Waste survey data has
informed report
Ability to treat food
waste without odours
Baling waste is risk free
low tech option

Weakness
Totally reliant of external
funding for capital and
some operational and
maintenance costs
Limited opportunities to
raise funds from small
population and limited
tenements
Lack of detailed data to
inform decision making

Opportunity
Commonwealth provide
funding for improved
infrastructure

Ongoing export of
materials at significant
cost
Reduced delivery times eg
7am– 1pm

Staff and community
more engaged and
committed
Improved reprocessing of
glass and green waste on
island
Upskilling the workforce
to better manage specific
waste streams with new
work practices
Ocean dumping
eliminated

Argentine ant eradication
delayed or unsuccessful

Reliant on long term
export of waste to host
community
No host community yet
contacted to receive
residual waste

Cost recovery through
rate structure rather
than levy on imported
product
Stockpiles of legacy
waste removed from
island on an ongoing
basis

Threats
Commonwealth
unwilling to provide
funding for essential
infrastructure
Ongoing export of
hazardous and residual
materials a ongoing cost
Markets for recyclables
are volatile and
commodity value will
change so difficult to
budget income
Stockpiles re-establish
over time with lack of
funds for export
Argentine Ants may
disrupt composting
efforts
Equipment being
operated in remote
location

Fire and chemical spill at
WMC from incorrect
storage
Reuse shed becomes an
Lack of control of freight
integral part of island life costs for export
Lack of control of fee and
All waste is treated either charges for disposal and
processing of exported
on site or exported
Commonwealth control materials
will
mean
greater
regulation and scrutiny of
actions
Host
community
or
transport company reject
loads
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Implementation will be the greatest challenge as funding must be made available at a time of changing
government framework and structure however the new approach presents the greatest opportunity to
upgrade waste management to acceptable national and international standards. It is not expected that
100% of each type of waste will be recovered for reuse, recycling or composting but the aim is to
significantly reduce the reliance on an AWT solution to deal with all waste. Combined, all aspects of the
strategy should lead to significant improvement of the environment – land and sea and public health.
Ongoing measuring, monitoring, evaluation and reporting will be essential. Recording the issues and
challenges that the community face in relation to managing the transition to the new program and how
each is resolved will be of benefit of other remote communities yet to embark on this AWT journey. It is
possible that the community or workers will embrace some aspects of the strategy better than other
aspects. Staff may determine new and better ways of managing the different workload. Composting is a
cornerstone to diversion so the management of the argentine ant issue is paramount.
9.2
Cost benefit analysis
Any cost benefit needs to include all costs which are not know to the consultants preparing this report
and the cost of the ‘do nothing’ case i.e. not enacting the program is this cost is extremely hard to
quantify as it includes long term damage to the local marine and air environment.
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10. IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
Research has been undertaken to determine the most appropriate integrated waste management
system for Norfolk Island based on the unique characteristics of this remote locality, anticipated
quantities of materials generated and material types. Based on this project and the conclusions reached
in this report it is recommended that the Norfolk Island administration adopt the following vision for
waste management:
Vision: “To manage waste in a sustainable way for the benefit of current and future generations and
encourage reuse and recycling of waste streams as appropriate”
Goals: To maximise resource recovery and minimise waste generation, treatment and disposal through
community education and demonstrating compliance with:
 The waste management hierarchy
 The need for continuous improvement
 Social equity
Priorities: The following tables set out the actions collated from this report grouped by priority and time
frame. The consultant has determined the following priority rankings:
 Immediate
 Urgent – within 1 year
 Very High – within 2 years
 High - within 3 years
 Medium within 4 years
Table 20: Immediate priority issues
No.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

Issue

Community education be undertaken to encourage the community to clean out unwanted
household hazardous items prior to the removal of the stockpiles
The services of ChemClear should be engaged to assess, pack and remove all chemical
wastes annually accumulated or at other regular intervals determined subject to the
amount of chemicals accumulated
That all stockpiles of hazardous and problematic wastes be removed from the WMC
The three drums of unknown chemicals which are currently in the corner of the quarantine
shed must be tested and removed as a matter of priority after 7 years.
That an accredited trainer from Ag Safe or ChemClear undertake staff training on the
correct storage and handling of chemicals
That a hazardous storage cabinet be purchased and installed to contain chemical in a safe
manner prior to disposal
That bunded pallets be purchased and used to ensure any spill or leak is wholly contained.
That a technical advisor be engaged to oversee implementation of the strategy including
the preparation of a detailed Waste Management Plan, budget and time-line subject to
budget approvals and agreed priorities.
A Waste Advisory Committee (WAC) be formed drawing representation from all sections of
the community and specific interest groups supported by a number of sub committees as
required.
That no access to Headstone be permitted by any builders without first reporting to the
WMC where the load details are logged.
That documented policies, procedures, processors and protocols are established for the
export of all materials to be compliant with transport and trans-movement of materials
between jurisdictions and sufficient funds allocated annually for this purpose
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Table 21: Urgent priority issues – within 1 year
No.
12.

13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

27.
28.
29.

30.

31.

Issue

That a site visit be arranged with Australian Bale Press to explore options to maximise
operational efficiencies at the WMC at least cost and to determine the most appropriate
system taking into consideration the site conditions, quantity and composition of the
delivered materials, staffing and budget constraints.
A multipurpose baler be purchased to bale all recyclables, residual waste and metals
That ANI refer to the NSW EPA Transfer Station Operation and Checklist as a key reference
document in relation to standards of operation and practice.
In conjunction with the above document a new concept plan be developed for the WMC
taking into account the recommendations made in this report seeking to improve
operational efficiencies and current layout of the site to improve storage and handling of
all waste streams for household hazardous, reuse area and building materials.
That standard signage be used throughout the WMC.
That opening days be changed to reflect community need for the WMC to be open on
Sunday and Monday and closed for two consecutive day’s mid-week.
To improve operational efficiencies given limited staff at the WMC that a trial of reducing
opening hours from 7.00am to 1.00pm be introduced.
That the WMC be provided with secure doors to prevent unauthorised access out of hours
Policies, procedures and processors are established to collect and export all materials and
sufficient funds allocated annually for this purpose.
A new community interface should be provided within the WMC to allow for easy and
convenient drop off of household hazardous material including: paint – water and oil
based, oils - motor and cooking, gas bottles and fire extinguishers, car and household
batteries, fluorescent tubes and globes, smoke detectors, toner cartridges, computers, TV.
ANI commence collecting fluorescent globes and tubes from the community and obtain
one way shippers to reduce breakage during storage and transport.
That ANI continue to explore options to expand and enhance the reuse shed concept
which is a critical component promoting the reuse ethic through-out the community.
Battery Banks be purchased and provided at WMC and retail outlets where batteries are
sold
Investigate and implement complimentary legislation to enable Norfolk Island to be part of
the Australian Extended Producer Responsibility programs.
As a priority seek to be part of the Extended Producer Responsibility for computer and
televisions take back and when a return system has been established communicate to the
community and establish a site for consolidation
That adequate funds be provided to review, update and implement the Norfolk Island
Waste and Resource Recovery Education Strategy 2008 – 13.
That a Waste Education Working Group be established to deliver the above strategy and
such a group be adequately resourced.
That once government has made a commitment to implement this strategy and a timeline
agreed that a part-time waste education officer be employed to engage, educate and
motivate all sections of the community in the quest to improve waste management on
Norfolk Island.
That an alternate means of generating income be explored to provide both equity, user
pays and adequate income to offset current and future activities at the WMC including the
annual export of problem household wastes
The glass system be upgraded to a second hand unit Andela glass hammer mill and
screening trommel that will overcome the existing blockages and jamming
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Table 22: Very high priority - within 2 years
No.

32.
33.
34.

Issue

That the Sims Metal Australia proposal to export baled metals be reinvestigated
That ANI apply a waste import levy on all motorised transport to pay for its future end of
life management and such funds be kept separate for that activity
The bunkers or bays be provided for the delivery storage and consolidation of metals and
construction materials at the WMC
Table 23: High priority – within 3 years

No.

35.

36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.

Issue

A Biobin system be introduced to enable the co-composting of food, cardboard and garden
/ green waste in an enclosed vessel thus eliminating the risks of odour generation or
implement the MAF composting system as a priority in consultation with the Argentine
Ant eradication initiative to enable treatment of the organic waste stream
Ensure that the BiobiNs can be emptied by use of a rotating head on the existing forklift or
allocate funds to purchase a rotating head or pulley system
That a trommel and screen be acquired to enable marketing of a soil conditioner and
mulch product thus enabling maximum return on investment.
Introduce a food waste service to the commercial and domestic households.
Consult with and encourage the tourism sector to purchase kitchen benchtops and
compostable bags or all tourist accommodation facilities
Consult with the community and commercial premises to determine the number of 20l
buckets required for the storage and delivery of food waste
Purchase a bin lifter to empty the food waste wheelie bins into the bio bins.
Investigate the need for a bin washer
Table 24: Medium within 4 years

No.

43.

Issue

To be determined based on progress of the above issues
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11. IMPLEMENTATION BUDGET
The implementation budget will require much information not accessible to the consultants and will
include:
 capital expenditure,
 operational costs
 implementation costs
 replacement costs
We have provided as much information as we have available however a detailed Waste Management
Plan is needed to be developed post the acceptance of this strategy to fully cost the preferred options.
11.1 Capital expenditure
This strategy provides a framework for moving forward but does not provide a full budget as a there are
so many factors unknown which need to be considered and incorporated. The following is an indicative
only first year budget with significant gaps due to lack of information about a range of current and future
costs. A more detailed budget would be prepared in a Waste Management Plan once general agreement
is reached on overall direction. This table provides indicative only costs which must be confirmed with
government officers.
Table 25: Capital budget
Activity
Project
management
/ Waste
Advisory
Committee/
education

Item

Activity
Food
and butchers
waste
recovery

Item
6 x 4.5m stainless steel BiobiNs with spare parts
Temperature probe (probe, battery and back-up battery)
Bin lifter
Optional pulley system or rotating head on forklift
Sub total
Education resources
20 litre buckets
kitchen caddies
Compostable bag liners
Wheelie bins at WMC to receive food waste
Optional - Bin exchange bin washer
Sub total

Green and
food waste
processing

Telcor Green Waste Processor - mechanical overhaul
Trommel and screen
Front end loader – lease or hired
Site design, equipment, commissioning and training
Power supply and usage
Water supply
Existing pad to be assessed
Sub total

Technical adviser - Oversee project implementation and develop WMP on island one week per month x 10 months
Norfolk Island Waste and Resource Recovery Education Strategy 2008 –
13.
Part time Waste Education Officer
Education resources
Total

Indicative Costs
$130,000
$5,000
$30,000
$10,000
$175,000
Indicative Costs
$150,000
$3,000
$7,500
$10,000
$175,500
$5,000
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA
$5,000 ++
TBA
$150,000
TBA
$350,000
TBA
TBA
TBA
$500,000 +++
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Item Recycling
Option A – Mini sorting line – comingled with magnetic head
Option B –automatic baling system - 5 main Bunker Conveyors with
Pneumatic doors with gross feed conveyor, baler infeed conveyor and
integrated electrical control system source separation with
Design and Drafting Detail
Installation and Commissioning
Travel and Accommodation
Baler multi- purpose baling machine for residual waste and
recyclables (assume 50% cost)
Total

Glass

Glass Receival Hopper
Glass Hopper Vibratory Feeder
Incline Conveyor to Pulveriser
nd
2 hand Andella Pulveriser with Integrated Screening Trommel
Total
Optional: Glass Washing System and Orgor

Activity
Revolve shed

Item

Cost
$100,000
$200,000

$10,000
$30,000
$10,000
$100,000
$250,000 -350,000
$ 10,000
$ 5,000
$ 15,000
$ 65,000
$95,000
$105,000.00

Indicative Costs
Extend area at existing WMC, provide shelves and racking or new shed
TBA
TBA
Indicative Costs
Activity
Item
Hazardous and Export all stockpiles
As per 2015 tender
problematic
Provide new interface for separation for up to 12 hazardous streams –
TBA
items
signage, IBC’s or drums
Hazardous storage cabinet
$8,000
Provide bunded pallets
TBA
fluorescent globes and tubes shippers
TBA
Battery containers
TBA
Chemical training course
TBA
Test the contents of the unknown chemicals and export
TBA
Total
$8,000++
Activity
Item
Residual waste Upgrade shredder to multi-purpose with commissioning and training
management
Less trade in (unknown)
Export baled waste - freight and plastic bags
Sub Total
must have multi- purpose baling machine for residual waste and
recyclables (assume 50% cost)
Total

Indicative Costs
$300,000

Activity
Metal
and
construction
waste recovery

Indicative Costs
TBA
TBA
TBA

Item
bunkers or bays for metal and concrete
Regular export of scrap metal
Sub total

TBD
$300,000 +
$100,000
$400,000

For $1.5M Norfolk Island can immediately upgrade the WMC to process comingled recycling ($350K),
crush glass ($100K) shred and bale all residual waste, metals and recycling for immediate export ($400K),
develop a detailed Waste Management Plan and implement a community wide education program with
a technical adviser supported by a part time education officer ($175k), commence waste food recovery
($200K) and export legacy stockpiles of hazardous waste and revamp the reuse area.
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Operational budget

The preparation of a detailed budget was beyond the scope of this brief and budget.


Labour - The amount of time to undertake the existing activities is not known in respect of the
amount of labour and time taken for various current and future tasks. Therefore it is not possible
to predict with accuracy how long it will take and how many staff will be required to undertake
the new program. It is suggested the program will be staged based on funding and approvals are
provided. , it is expected that the proposed program will involve more labour and higher skill
levels than the current practices. The ANI reduced the labour by 2 staff when the composting
operation ceased. A labour force will be required to undertake the activities associated with the
new waste management program: subject to the final agreement on preferred approach.



Freight - No provision has been made for the freighting of materials and equipment to the Island
by suppliers in their quotes. The consultants suggest the footprint and weight of each item be
provided so that indicative freight cost can be obtained. Also freight and associated costs - local
transport, wharfage, lightage, international freight costs, administration costs, permits fees and
approvals for the export of problematic and hazardous wastes need to be incorporated.



Disposal or processing costs – the disposal and processing costs for the full range of materials is
unknown



Equipment - Adequate provision for personal protective equipment (PPE) - steel cap boots, highvisibility safety vests, gloves and eye protection must be provided and renewed



Training - Staff training.is required on all new practices and commissioning of any new
equipment. Specific training will be provided by the various equipment suppliers in the products
they provide. Specific training in the storage and handling of chemicals is imperative. Certificate
level courses in Asset Maintenance (Waste Management) are available. These can be conducted
in the workplace. There are a number of avenues available to obtain funding to assist with the
training.



Maintenance - ongoing maintenance of all equipment is required. Manufacturers were generally
not very forthcoming with costs pertaining to maintenance practices so actual costs should be
recorded.



Replacement costs - Inevitably the equipment will reach the end of its lifespan and will require
replacement. This should be provided for by way of a sinking fund. It is considered that 15% of the
replacement cost should be put aside each year to provide for new equipment. In addition new
bins, crates and bunded pallets are likely to be needed each year due to breakages, loss or
damage It is expected that 10% of the bin infrastructure equipment will need to be replaced each
year.

11.3 Implementation
We have suggested an external technical adviser be appointed to oversee the implementation program
given the limited resources within the administration. Some internal secretariat support will be required
to support the waste advisory committee. It is suggested that a week a month be allocated for 12
months to drive the project. Consultant fees and travel costs would equate to approximately $130,000
per annum allowing for 2-3 days per month off island work.
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CONCLUSION

Waste management on Norfolk Island has traditionally been disadvantaged by geographical and financial
constraints. A significant number of studies and reports have already been undertaken on waste
management and the need for a long term solution to ocean dumping.
The waste hierarchy provides an internationally recognised order to improved management practices
focusing on opportunities to the generation of waste in the first instance, then reducing reusing,
recycling and / or composting. Waste segregation by the entire community is a key factor in this waste
strategy along with adequate resourcing both financial and human to invest in new technologies,
processes and systems.
We have prepared what we consider to be the most politically acceptable, socially responsible and
environmentally sustainable outcome for the current and future generations of residents and visitors to
the Island. However, the Island community as well as a range of external stakeholders and a number of
government agencies and organisations will have decision making responsibilities as part of this project.
To move from the archaic system of burning waste with ocean disposal will require significant
investment. Many other Australian islands have transitioned from a waste disposal focus to a resource
recovery focus.
Waste Management must be deemed an essential service as are water, power and sewerage treatment
with significant public health consequences if inadequately resourced. Adequate capital and recurrent
funding must be provided for all essential services as the Island relies on this fundamental infrastructure
to function.
This report provides a framework for improved waste management for a five year period from 2015 to
2020. The extent of the implementation and the timing will depend upon the availability of capital and
recurrent funding. Whilst there are a number of Alternative Waste Technologies (AWT) available that
may be suitable substantial further investigation must be undertaken to determine the true feasibility of
this approach given the specific issues and constraints on the Island. The information contained in this
report provides a guide as to those steps and priority to moving forward.
Our analysis indicates that approximately 85% of all waste generated can be managed through
composting (68%), recycling and export (10%) and reuse (7%). The remaining 15% requires treated in an
Advanced Waste Treatment facility however this has significant cost with indicative budgets at $4M with
at least 2 years of planning, constructing, commissioning. These facilities present a operating risk in a
remote location and the ash by-product, which will contain heavy metals requires special disposal in
concrete or exported to landfill. There are currently no AWT facilities processing mixed waste in
Australia at this time.
An alternative approach is to shred, bale and export the residual waste. This presents a much lower risk
profile for the entire community. Lord Howe Island currently bales and exports its waste and we suggest
maximising payload that all waste is pre-shredded. A new multipurpose baler can densify baler
recyclables, mixed waste and metals to gain transport economics. A risk is the lack of control over freight
and waste disposal fees over time.
For $1.5M Norfolk Island can immediately upgrade the WMC to process comingled recycling ($350K),
crush glass ($100K) shred and bale all residual waste, metals and recycling for immediate export ($400K),
develop a detailed Waste Management Plan and implement a community wide education program with
a technical adviser supported by a part time education officer ($175k), commence waste food recovery
($200K) and export legacy stockpiles of hazardous waste and revamp the reuse area. The composting of
garden waste is subject to the Argentine Ant eradication.
This approach supports the mantra of continuous improvement and moves this community to be more
in line with other Australian off shore islands.
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Appendix B: Definitions
Australian Packaging Covenant – The voluntary component of a co-regulatory arrangement between
industry and all levels of Administration – Australian, State, Territory and Local. When individual
organisations sign the covenant they agree to undertake certain actions to reduce waste and increase
recycling. Those that do not sign the covenant are subject to penalty measures enforceable by state
Administration.
Commercial and industrial waste (C&I) – Solid waste generated by the business sector as a result of
institutional, commercial, manufacturing or industrial activity as well as solid wastes created by state and
federal Administration entities, schools and tertiary institutions. Does not usually include waste from
construction and demolition (C&D) activities.
Composites – Materials used for manufacturing products that are composed of more than one material,
for example, plastic resins combined with fibre reinforcement and/or fillers.
Composting – The process of controlled biological decomposition of organic wastes. Composting can
take place on materials separated from the waste stream either at the source on in initial stages of a
recovery process such as backyard, neighbourhood and regional facilities, or it can be accomplished in
large quantities in windrows, static piles and enclosed vessels.
Decomposition – The physical, chemical and biological breakdown of waste materials by microorganisms.
Diversion rate: The percentage of the waste stream diverted from disposal.
Domestic waste – Waste produced from household dwellings usually placed on the kerbside for
collection by council or council contractors.
Dry recyclables – Recyclable materials, excluding organics and food.
E-waste – Any manufactured product containing electric or electronic components. Usually refers to
computer equipment, such as desktop and laptop devices, monitors, printers etc., but also includes DVD
and video players, MP3 players, televisions, lighting, electronic tools, toys, leisure and sporting
equipment, medical equipment, industrial monitoring and control equipment and vending machines.
Referred to as WEEE (Waste Electric and Electronic Equipment) in Europe.
Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR) – The concept that manufacturers of consumer products should
be responsible for the full lifecycle of their products, from original manufacturing to final disposal. Also
known as Product Stewardship, Manufacturer Responsibility or Cradle-to-grave.
Garden organics – Organics derived from garden sources, for example, grass clippings, tree prunings.
Gasification – A process that converts waste under pressure at a high temperature (>700oC) into
synthetic gas (syngas), which can be used as a fuel. Syngas is a combination of carbon monoxide,
hydrogen and carbon dioxide.
Green waste – A very broad term generally taken to mean vegetative organic matter generated in
household or gardens but not including food waste. In a broader definition it could include food waste
and other organic material. Also referred to as garden waste, vegetation, green organics, yard waste or
garden organics.
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Kerbside recycling – System of recycling in which the generator segregates wastes according to material
type and places them in containers on the kerbside for separate collection. Normally refers to domestic
waste.
Landfill – A site for the disposal of garbage and other waste materials by burial. In their simplest form,
landfills are either a hole in the ground or a designated tipping area above ground. They may or may not
be fenced, staffed or signposted. Sophisticated landfills usually have one or more weighbridges, sealed
roads, lined and managed disposal cells, compactors and other plant, dust suppression equipment,
fencing and signposts, gas recovery, leachate and stormwater treatment equipment, as well as other
areas for disposing of separated wastes.
Materials Recovery Facility (MRF) – A facility at which recyclable materials are separated into individual
commodities using a variety of mechanical and manual sorting techniques. In its basic mechanised form,
a MRF consists of a conveyor belt upon which co-mingled recyclables are tipped at one end and, as the
belt moves, items are removed according to type. Apart from picking by hand, mechanical separation
methods include tumbling drums (trommels), magnets, optical sorters, rotating discs, blown air, inclined
moving belts, vibrating trays and rubber flaps, among others are used.
Municipal waste – Solid waste collected by or on the order of municipalities and includes waste
generated from domestic (household) premises and local Administration activities such as building and
repairs, street sweeping, litter and street tree lopping. May also include some waste originating from
commercial activities, office buildings, institutions such as schools and Administration buildings, and
small businesses that use municipal services.
Organic waste – The part of the waste stream that solely comprises animal or vegetable matter and
typically from which a compost can be created. Typically it includes garden waste, untreated wood,
vegetables, fruits, cereals, bio-solids, manures, fatty foods, meat, fish, etc.
Putrescible waste – Waste that decomposes, such as food scraps.
Recovery rate: The amount of material recovered from a product group as a percentage of overall
consumption.
Refuse-derived fuel (RDF) – Fuel derived from either untreated waste or waste that has been treated
and processed to give a cleaner burning fuel.
Residual – Waste that requires handling in a disposal facility (for example, a landfill) and may comprise
non-recyclable waste materials from a MRF or other processing facility or composting operation
Source separation – Physical sorting of the waste stream into its components at the point of generation.
Transfer station – An intermediate facility for the disposal of garbage and other materials from typically
small vehicles, which is then consolidated and transferred by way of larger trucks, for example transfer
trailers, by road, or by rail, to a landfill, or other facility, for disposal or recycling.
Waste Management Hierarchy – The concept that waste should be dealt with according to a structure
of actions of decreasing priority, starting with reducing it, then reusing it, then recycling it. In its simplest
form the Waste Management Hierarchy is often given as ‘Reduce, Reuse, Recycle’ but there are other
variations including ‘Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Dispose’, ‘Reduce, Reuse, Recycle, Recover and Residuals
Management’, ‘Avoidance, Reuse, Recycling, Recovery of Energy, Treatment, Containment, Disposal’.
Waste-to-energy – Recovery of energy in waste by heat exchange from hot combustion gases. It may be
used for the generation of heat and electricity.
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Appendix C: APRINCE CONSULTING CASE STUDIES

Remote and Island Waste Management Solutions
Case Study - Lord Howe Island
Lord Howe Island is a declared World Heritage site located 700 kms northeast of Sydney in the Tasman
Sea. It is home to 370 permanent residents and more than 16,000 tourists each year. The island is
surrounded by the world’s most southerly coral reef.
Waste Strategy Development - Funding from the NSW Environment Protection Authority (EPA) Waste
Planning and Management Fund, Waste Reduction Grants, enabled APC to develop a Waste
Minimisation and Management Strategy in 1997 with 30 key recommendations.
Previous Waste Disposal System - All domestic and commercial waste was burnt in a large steel cage,
bulky household waste was stockpiled and burnt and food waste was separated and buried in sand
dunes. Glass, aluminium cans and white goods were exported.
Waste Strategy Initiatives - The strategy recommended the introduction of a four-stream sourceseparation comprising food, paper/cardboard, recyclables and residual, and a three-stream public-place
program for recycling, compostables and general waste. The NSW and Commonwealth governments cofunded the cornerstone of the program - a vertical compost unit (VCU) for the organic fraction and the
establishment of a mini MRF to separate and consolidate recyclables for export. An extensive education
program was developed for both the local community and visitors. Other initiatives included the
banning of plastic shopping bags in June 2000, the establishment of a bulk food co-operative to reduce
packaging, the introduction of a reuse centre and waste disposal fees.
Implementation - APC project-managed the strategy implementation and coordinated its launch in June
2000, which resulted in extensive national and international media coverage.
Outcome - The landfill on the island was closed and all residual waste baled for export to a host
community on the mainland. Lord Howe Island achieves more than 80 per cent diversion from landfill,
with an engaged and motivated community proud of their new waste management program.
Review - In 2011, APC was engaged to undertake a 10-year strategic review of the waste management
program. The review identified a refined strategic framework with 48 actions to be undertaken over the
next five years to ensure this community maintains its leadership and world best-practice program.
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Remote and Island Waste Management Solutions
Case Study - Kangaroo Island
Kangaroo Island is Australia’s third largest offshore island and situated 17 kms off the Fleurieu Peninsula
in South Australia. Thirty percent of its landmass is protected as national park or wilderness area,
making it a Mecca for more than 150,000 tourists annually. The island also sustains a resident
population of 4,300.
Previous Waste Disposal - Kangaroo Island traditionally buried its waste with little or no resource
recovery or waste separation.
Waste Strategy Development – Zero Waste South Australia (ZWSA) provided funding for Kangaroo
Island Council (KIC) to engage APC to develop an Integrated Waste Management Plan. The
recommendations arising from the plan were based on sound qualitative and quantitative research,
including extensive stakeholder engagement, community consultation, market research and a waste
audit of public-place, domestic, commercial and transfer-station waste streams. A cost–benefit analysis
explored the options for disposal and processing of waste and recyclables. A landfill screening study
created a shortlist of potential new landfill sites. The plan contained a strategic framework with detailed
action plan, time line, targets, budget and 95 recommendations.
Waste Strategy Initiatives -The Plan recommended the closure of the landfill facility and two small rural
transfer stations, replaced by a single transfer station and resource-recovery centre with pricing policy
to encourage source separation and the introduction of gate fees. Weekly kerbside collection of
garbage and recycling in a divided bin was introduced. All residual waste and recyclables were exported
to the mainland for processing or disposal. A compost program for garden waste was also established.
In response to the closure of rural transfer stations, compounds were set up for self-hauled waste. In
addition, a significant and comprehensive education and communication program was developed and
delivered by Keep South Australia Beautiful (KESAB).
Outcomes - APC undertook measurement and monitoring of the program over a five-year period
including annual waste audits to determine kerbside system performance and overall waste diversion. In
2010 the diversion from landfill by the kerbside collection program was 38 per cent for domestic
premises, while the entire island’s diversion peaked at 72 per cent in 2007.
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Remote and Island Waste Management Solutions
Case Study - Rottnest Island
Rottnest Island is a popular holiday destination located 18 kilometres off the coast of Fremantle,
Western Australian. More than 500,000 tourists visit the island each year. The Rottnest Island Authority
(RIA) manages the recreational and accommodation facilities on this Class A reserve.
In 2005, APC was engaged to develop and implement a Strategic Waste and Resource Waste
Management Plan for Rottnest Island.
Previous Waste Disposal - All putrescible waste generated on the island was deposited in a small,
unlined landfill. More than 100 recycling stations provided opportunities for visitors to recycle glass,
aluminium and plastics, which were then sorted and baled at mini material recovery facilities (MRFs)
and exported by barge to the mainland. Paper, cardboard, food and bio-solids were composted at the
landfill.
Waste Strategy Development - The recommendations were based on sound qualitative and
quantitative research, extensive stakeholder engagement, community consultation and market research
to determine the current attitudes, views, opinions and behaviour of residents and visitors. In order to
determine quantities and composition, a waste audit was undertaken of public-place, domestic,
commercial and transfer-station waste streams. Cost–benefit analysis explored the options for disposal
and processing of waste and recyclables.
Waste Strategy Initiatives -The strategy identified 44 actions to be implemented over a two-year
period. These actions included: design and construction of a transfer station; tender preparation for
both the freight and receival of residual waste and recyclables for processing; tendering for transport
from port to processing facilities; introduction of co-mingled recycling; upgrading 124 recycling stations;
purchase of new plant and equipment; cessation of on-island composting; upgrading of waste
management systems for residential, commercial and accommodation premises; banning of plastic
shopping bags; and the development of comprehensive educational material to inform and educate
tourists.
Implementation - APC project-managed the implementation phases from September 2004 to December
2005.
Outcomes - The RIA endorsed the Strategic Waste and Resource Waste Management Plan in its entirety
and constructed a transfer station on the island, with both waste and recyclables being delivered to the
Southern Metropolitan Regional Council (SMRC) MRF and the alternative waste facility (AWT) for
processing. http://www.rottnestisland.com/conservation/recycling-waste-disposal
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Appendix D: NSW EPA waste material density factors
Waste material
Low
Office - paper
Paper - all other
Compacted dry cardboard
Compacted dry cardboard production spoils
Compacted wet cardboard
Loose dry cardboard
Loose dry cardboard production spoils
Loose wet cardboard
Waxed cardboard
Food/kitchen
Food - dense
Vegetation - branches/grass clippings
Vegetation - tree stumps/logs
Wood - pallets/other
Wood - furniture
Wood - fencing/board/pole (treated)
Wood - fencing/board/pole (untreated)
Wood - MDF/chipboard
Textile - furniture
Textile - carpet/underlay
Textile - mattress
Textile - cloth
Textile - leather/other
Rubber - other
Rubber - tyres/tubes
Rubber - shredded tyres
Glass - containers/other
Glass - pane
Plastic - bags and film
Plastic - recyclable containers
Plastic - hard
Plastic - other
Polystyrene/foam
Garbage bags
Tiles
Metal - ferrous
Metal - non-ferrous
Soil/clean fill
Rock
Rubble >150mm
Clay
Concrete/cement
Bricks
Asphalt
Plasterboard
Hazardous/special - chemical/clinical
Hazardous/special - light globes
Whitegoods - washing machine/fridges
Electronics/electrical television etc.
Toner cartridges
Computer/office equipment
Electrical/electronic - Sydney
Other

76
76
130
130
260
55
55
190
55
343
514
91
150
156
160
180
120
156
90
100
50
91
91
200
200
200
280
411
39
72
170
170
14
87
470
120
139
922
818
1048
1150
830
828
680
227
227
285
105
265
188.5
265
265
87

Density - kilograms / m3
Medium
Compacted
152
228
152
228
130
130
130
130
260
260
55
55
55
55
190
190
92
130
514
1,029
1,029
1,029
227
445
450
900
156
156
170
400
220
260
160
360
156
156
100
450
150
350
50
50
120
240
120
240
200
200
200
200
200
400
280
280
411
411
78
156
72
72
170
360
170
360
21
28
170
348
550
640
120
120
139
139
922
922
828
828
1,048
1,048
1,150
1,150
830
830
828
828
680
680
227
227
227
227
285
285
113
120
265
265
188.5
188.5
265
265
265
265
170
348
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Appendix E: Lord Howe Island Waste Charges 2015-2016
LHIB Waste Charges - All Other Waste
Effective 1 July 2015
No.
1

Description
Miscellaneous Demolition and Building Waste (Non Recyclable)
a
Miscellaneous, Building and Demolition Waste
b
Clean Bricks / Concrete Rubble

2
a

b

c
d
e
f
g
3
a

Non Recyclable Materials
Mattress
i Single
ii Double
Lounge chair
i Single
ii Double
i Single chair (eg. Dining, Plastic)
ii Office chair
i E-waste - TV, Computer monitor, Fax, Printer, Stereo, Microwave etc.
ii Vaccuum cleaner
Paint
Chemicals
i Toilet bowl, Cistern, Basin, Surf board
ii Windsurfer board
Recyclable Materials
Scrap metal

b
c
d
e
i
ii
f
i
ii
iii
g
h

i

i
ii
i

Push bike; exercise bike and equipment
BBQ, TV Dish, Wheelbarrow, Kitchen sink, water pump
Fuel drum - 200L
Gas bottle
Small
Large
Fridge/Freezer
Small (Includes De-gas)
Large (Includes De-gas)
Commercial (including de-gas)
Washing machine, Stove, Oven, Dishwasher
Lawn mower
Push lawn mower
Ride-on lawn mower
Alluminium sliding door or window measured as B/waste

ii Alluminium sliding door or window - separated for recycling by owner
j
Hot water tank
k
Solar hot water panel
l
Engine oil
m
Tyres
n
Vehicles and motor cycles.
o
p

Boats, Boat trailers and Boat motors
Septic wastewater

q

Grease trap wastewater

Units
M3

2015/16

2014/15

Comments

$
$

297.00
229.00

$
$

Each
Each

$
$

26.00
41.00

$
$

25.00
40.00

Each
Each
Each
Each
Each
Each

$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$

10.00
20.00
5.00

$

10.00 smaller than fax free.

M

3

291.00 No charge if less than $5.00
224.00 No charge if less than $5.00

Each
Each

$
$

11.00
21.00
6.00
10.00
11.00
10.00
Free
Free
11.00
20.00

M3
Each
Each
Each

$

159.00

$
$
$

11.00
11.00
11.00

$
$
$
$

Each
Each

$
$

11.00
21.00

$
$

10.00
20.00

Each
Each
Each
Each

$
$
$
$

46.00
62.00
90.00
26.00

$
$

45.00
60.00

$

25.00

Each
Each

$

11.00
POA
291.00

$

10.00
POA

3

M
Each
Each
Each
Each

Each 500 L
load
Each 500 L
load

$
$
$
$

10.00
36.00
11.00
Free
$
13.00
Not
accepted
POA
$
51.00
$

51.00

$

Free
Free
10.00
155.00 No charge if less than $5.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

$
$

35.00
10.00
Free
$
12.00
Not
Must be removed from the
accepted island by the owner.
POA
$
50.00
$

50.00
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Appendix F: KANGAROO ISLAND WASTE & RECYCLING DEPOT - FEES AND CHARGES 2014-15
A
B
C
D
E
F
DISPOSAL FEES
$
$
$
$
$
$
Base Gate Rate

58

58

58

58

58

58

Landfill Waste

0

41

75

58

16

16

Comingled Recyclables

0

41

75

58

16

16

Paper & Cardboard

0

41

75

58

16

16

Baled Paper & Cardboard

0

0

0

0

0

0

Plastic

0

41

75

58

16

16

Baled Plastic

0

0

0

0

0

0

Green Waste > 150mm

0

41

75

58

16

16

Green Waste< 150mm

0

0

0

0

0

0

Metal

0

0

0

0

0

0

Timber

0

41

75

58

16

16

Soil, Clay, Concrete, Rock &
Bitumen>100mm
Soil, Clay, Concrete, Rock &
Bitumen<100mm
Gyprock

0

41

75

58

16

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Demolition

29

58

87

116

31

31

Asbestos

12

41

75

58

31

31

E-Waste

0

41

75

58

16

16

Mixed (sorted on site)

0

41

75

58

16

16

Unsorted

58

116

174

232

290

290

16

0

0

Correct Bulky Waste

0

0

0

0

0

0

Incorrect Bulky Waste

58

116

174

232

290

290

Mortalities

6

6

6

6

6

6

Lead Acid Batteries (each)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Oil Filter (each)

1

1

1

1

1

1

Oil Filter Drum Provided (each)

116

116

116

116

116

116

Large Tyre (each)

17

17

17

17

17

17

Heavy Truck Tyre (each)

12

12

12

12

12

12

Tyre (each)

6

6

6

6

6

6

Engine Oil (per litre)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Cooking Oil (per litre)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Lubricant (per litre)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Mixed oil/ Lubricant (per litre)

58

58

58

58

58

58

Paint tin with Lid Off (each)

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fluoro Tubes & Globes

0

0

0

0

0

0

MobileMuster Participants

0

0

0

0

0

0

X-Ray Films (removed from envelopes)

0

0

0

0

0

0

GARDEN PRODUCT PURCHASE PRICES
Base Gate Rate
Compost
A
Class 1
B
Class 2
C
Class 3
D
Truck per tonne

A

B

C

D

E

Account customers/tonne

F

Account customers/vehicle

58
58
58
58
12
41
75
58
Car, Station wagon, Level ute, Level Single-Axle Trailer
Heap Ute, Heap Single Axle Trailer, Level multiple Axle Trailer
Heap Multi Axle Trailer
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Appendix G: MRF and glass processing system
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